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FOREWORD

Reactor Physics Division has the responsibility of
carrying out the complete nuclear design of fast breeder reactors
including, the radiation,shielding.design and safety analysis and
for carrying out the reflated research and development work for
this purpose. The main activities carried out during 1993 by the
Division are presented in the form of summaries in this report.
The activities have been organised under the following areas :

-Nuclear Data Processing and Validation,
- pore Physics and Operation Studies
- Reactor Kinetics and Safety Analysis
- Radiation Transport and Shielding Studies

During 1993, . several milestones in the operation of FBTR were
achieved with the power being raised to 4 MWt, 8 MWt and then to
10.2 MWt in stages. The 24th fuel subassembly was loaded to
compensate for the reactivity loss with burnup. Several physics
experiments were carried out during this period. In addition
%o the power coefficient measurements at various higher powers
and following up of the burnup reactivity loss coefficient,
measurements of power tilting due to control rod level
discordance at 4 MWt power and control rod worth at two different
temperatures were made. Analysis of the experiments is providing
a significant insight into the behaviour of this new carbide
fuel. . ..

Under the section on Nuclear Data Processing,
Validation and Uncertainties, raultigroup cross sections for
Fission Products from ENDF/B-VI and activation cross section for
structural materials, have been discussed. Some work carried out
on estimation of systematic and statistical uncertainties in the
measurements and their propagation due to data reduction has also
been included in this section.

Core Physics and Operation studies include the
measurements and analysis of various physics experiments carried
out at different power levels in FBTR. Some studies on the
neutronics of metal and oxide fueled cores in PFBR and the
reactivity effects of subassembly bowing in PFBR are also covered
under this section, in addition to the work on code development
and analysis of core neutronics.

The section on Reactor Kinetics and Safety Analysis
incorporates the transient analysis and studies on reactivity
coefficients carried out for FBTR small carbide core and the
safety analysis work for PFBR under various postulated accident
scenarios. Studies carried out on acoustic noise signal
processing and detection of boiling or sodium-water reaction in
the steam generator of LMFBR, under the IAEA - Coordinated
Research Project work have also been reported under this section.

In the area of Radiation Transport and Shielding
studies, radiation dose measurements (both neutron and gamma)
carried out in FBTR at various power levels and an assessment of



the adequacy of shielding in different areas of the reactor have
been discussed. The shielding analysis work for the nominal 40
MWt second core of FBTR has been included in this section. This
section also incorporates work on the optimisation' of radial
shields in PFBR and theoretical studies on deep penetration
problems in radiation transport. ' ' r

The Division was involved' in the organisation of the
Tenth National Symposium on Radiation Physics (NSRP-10) during
August, 1993 at Kalpakkam, in which me'riibers. of the division
presented several papers and actively participated in"the advance
publication of the Proceedings of N3RP-100 and the Souvenir,
brought out on the occasion.

The list fof publications made by the members. of
the Division and ;the Reactor Physics Seminar's held during the
year 1993 are included at the end of the Reportv

I would like to express my appreciation of Smt.
S.Rangamani for her excellent typing and page-setting in the
preparation of the activity report., L

--7

(R.Shankar Singh)
Head, Reactor Physics Division
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1.0 HUCLEAR DATA PROCESSING, VALIDATION AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

1.1 A Method for Generating Subgroup Parameters from
Resonance Tables and the SPART Code
(K. Devan and P. Mohanakrishnan)

It is known that the usual multigroup method is not
accurate enough in certain neutron energy groups where the cross
section varies significantly or there are interacting resonances
due to the presence of many heavy isotopes. A finer group
structure improves the accuracy but demands a large computer
time. In such a situation the subgroup or multiband method/1,2/
greatly improves the accuracy and is relatively economic. In
this method, each group is divided into a number of total cross
section ranges or bands and an average band cross section is
defined along with its statistical weight, in each band. Hence,
the neutrons are allowed to interact not with only one cross
section, as in the multigroup method, but rather with any one of
the band cross sections with the associated probability (weight).

We have developed a method/3/, which resembles Roth's
method/2/, to generate the subgroup parameters for any number of
bands from the usual resonance tables containing multigroup
unshielded cross sections and self shielding factors for a set of
dilution cross sections and temperatures. A code SPART/3,4/,
which calculates the band parameters using the resonance tables
available in Cadarache Cross section set in binary mode, was
written. The method adopted is given briefly below:

The subgroup parameters are obtained by solving the
following system of non-linear equations:

N

k=l

ak
CTtk +

«k*x
atk +

:k

a oj

<at >

<ox

<°t >

1

ft(ooj) +aoj

> fx(^oj)

ft(aoj) + a o j

apture, elastic, or fission; t=total), for a particular value
the dilution (aoj) indicated by the j index. <at> and <orx>
esent the unshielded cross sections. The above set ofrepresent the unshielded cross sections.

equations satisfy the following constraints:

N N

X « k = 1; Y. ak atk = < crt> <3)
k=l . k=l



N N
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Let us define the following terms:
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Hence we have

N N k-1 N-l N k-2
a°3 + £ bk a°3 = A3 a°3 + AJ £ ak aoj

This gives a set of linear equations with 2N-1 unknowns. We can
solve the above set of equations for b k (N values ) and ak (N-l
values), for N subgroups using 2N-1 dilutions.

N N k-1
From Eq.(6) aoj + JT b k aoj = 0 (10)

which is a polynomial of order N in a oj. If the N roots are
represented by Xk, then,

N
TV (atk + Xk) = 0; Hence a t k = - Xk

k=l

Once crtk's a r e known, Eq.(l) which is a system of 2N-1 linear
equations with N unknowns (ak), can be solved by a linear least



squares fit, with the constraints given by Eqs.(3). If we know
ctfc and atk' Eq.(2) which is also a system of 2N-1 linear
equations with N unknowns (a^) can be solved by linear least
squares fit, with the constraints given by Eqs.(4).

Table. 1.1.1 gives the subgroup parameters for Pu-239 which
was generated from the Cadarache Ver.2 cross section library in
four bands. Validation of the code by comparison with other codes
is in progress.

1. L. B. Levitt, Nucl. Sci. Engg., 49, 450 (1972).

2. M. J. Roth, Report AEEW-R 921 (1974).

3. K. Devan and P. Mohanakrishnan, A Method of Generating
Subgroup Parameters from Resonance Tables, p.20 in Proc.
Tenth National Symposium on Radiation Physics (NSRP-10),
Kalpakkam & Madras, Aug 17-20, (1993).

4. K. Devan and P. Mohanakrishnan, SPART: A Code for Generating
Subgroup Parameters from Resonance Tables, RPD/NDS/51
(1993).

Table 1.1.1.

Subgroup parameters of Pu-239 from Cad. Ver.2 set at 300K for
the group (22.6eV-3.06eV) using SPART code

Band Weights Total Capture Elastic Fission

1
2
3
4

0.42213
0.32346
0.15690
0.09750

15.884
39.877
190.880
1051.300

1.819
9.607

53.301
436.210

9.693
10.178
14.307
65.548

4.123
21.459
117.010
556.190

1.2 Multigroup Fission Product: Cross Sections from EHDF/B-VI
(K. Devan and V. Gopalakrishnan)

The unadjusted JENDL-2 (Japanese) based multigroup
cross section set prepared and validated by us/1,2,3/ recently,
does not include cross sections for fission products. In order to
make the set complete for the core physics applications, lumped
fission product cross sections were planned to be included. As
JENDL-2 basic evaluated data library does not include major
fission products required for the purpose, it was decided to
process them from ENDF/B-VI, the latest American evaluated
nuclear data file. Towards this, 112 important fission products
(which account for 98% of the neutron absorption in fission
products) were selected, preprocessed (to construct linearly



interpolable cross section tables from non-linear cross sections
and resonance parameters) using IAEA preprocessing codes
LINEAR/4/ and RECENT/5/, and multigrouped using REX1-87/6/.
AMUL4/7/ was , used to calculate the elastic scattering angle
cosine required to define transport cross sections. The
multigroup cross sections are saved for preparing lumped cross
sections, which is under way. An internal note has been written
to document the work upto this stage/8/.

1. V. Gopalakrishnan et al., Multigroup Cross sections from
JENDL-2 Point Data File, RPD/NDS/42 (1991).

2. K. Devan - et al., Analyses of Selected Fast Critical
Assemblies Using JENDL-2 Based Unadjusted Multigroup Data,
Report IGC-124 (1991).

3. K. Devan et al., FBR Benchmark Analyses Towards Recommending
a Cross Section Set for the PFBR Core Physics Calculations,
Report IGC-134 (1992).

4. ,D. E. Cullen, Program LINEAR, Report UCRL-50400, Vol. 17
Part A (1979).

5. D. E. Cullen, Program RECENT, Report UCRL-50400, Vol. 17
Part B (1979).

6. V. Gopalakrishnan, AMUL4 - A Program to Calculate Average
Cosine of Elastic Scattering Angle in the Laboratory System
from the Data on Angular Distributions. Report IGC-141
(1992).

7. V. Gopalakrishnan and S. Ganesan, REX1-87 - A Code for
Multigrouping Neutron Cross Sections from Preprocessed
ENDF/B Data File, RPD/NDS/13 (1988).

8. K. Devan and V. Gopalakrishnan, 25 Group Cross sections of
112 Important Fission Products from ENDF/B-VI, RPD/NDS/52
(1993).

1.3 Activation Cross sections in 50 Groups for Isotopes of Ha,
Fe, • Cr, Hi, Cu, Co, Mo and Mn With two Different Weighting
Spectra
(V. Gopalakrishnan)

Activation analysis of either experimental foils or of
the various materials present and produced in a reactor due to
neutron irradiation requires activation cross sections in
specified group structures. Depending on the requirements,
requests for multigroup activation .cross sections of various
nuclides in specified group structures, have been received in the
past and the requested data supplied by the Nuclear Data Section
(NDS) using the available evaluated nuclear data files and
processing codes. On such a request, activation cross sections,
in 25 as well as in 100 groups, were calculated earlier/1/ for



Sodium and for a few selected isotopes of some structural
materials viz. Iron, Cobalt, Nickel, Chromium, Manganese, Copper
and Molybdenum. Recently, a fresh request/2/ was received for the
same nuclides, but for use with fluxes calculated in 50 groups.
Hence these cross sections were calculated in 50 groups. All the
requested nuclides were taken from the Japenese Evaluated Nuclear
Data Library - Version 2 (JENDL-2). Though cross sections for
specific neutron reactions only were requested, calculations were
done for other neutron reactions also, if available in the file.
Self-shielding was not considered. Multigroup cross sections
were calculated using two different weighting spectra, one
suitable for a fast reactor core, and the other, for its shield.
A comparison between these two sets was also made, in order to
have a feel of the relative differences introduced by the change
in the weighting spectra. From the comparison, it was found that
the difference due to the change in the weighting spectra is
within 5% in most of.the cases considered, though it exceeds 20%
in some cases. It also has shown that there is generally an
increase in the group cross sections when the standard E n type
weighting spectra (normally applied for obtaining unshielded
group cross sections to be used for fast reactor core
calculations) are replaced with a 1/E type spectra. Internal
note/3/ gives greater details regarding group structure, ranges
of weighting spectra, isotopes included etc. along with a table
of comparison.

1. K.Devan, V. Gopalakrishnan and M.M. Ramanadhan, Activation
Cross sections of Sodium and Structural Nuclides in 25 and
100 Groups from JENDL-2, RPD/NDS/32 (1S90).

2. R. Indira, Private Communication.

3. V. Gopalakrishnan, Activation Cross sections in 50 Groups
for Isotopes of Na, Fe, Cr, Ni, Cu, Co, Mo and Mn With two
Different Weighting Spectra, RPD/NDS/53 (1993).

1.4 FORTDMPL - A Program to Prepare plot-codes in DMP Language
to Drive Houston Instruments PC Plotter
(V. Gopalakrishnan)

A Houston Instruments PC plotter (model 695) has been
installed in Nuclear Data Section, a few years ago. It could not
be satisfactorily used for nuclear data plotting purposes for
want of a suitable driver-software. The machine recognises DMPL
command language. Though some standard commercial softwares like
GRAPHER,. support this language, they are found to have
restrictions on the number of points that can be plotted. Hence
to suit the present needs, a program FORTDMPL was written in
FORTRAN. This is a conversational program that generates DMPL
codes to plot xy data on either A4 or A3 size paper. Usual
requirements of linear/log axes, continuous/dashed lines,
symbols, pen selection, curve smoothing, titles, legends etc. are
incorporated. A tested and working version is available at



present which can plot upto 10 curves on a frame each with upto
2000 points. Improved version with more capabilities is in
progress.

1.5 Estimation of Systematic Uncertainty in Sensitivity Based
Uncertainty Analysis by the Technique of Determinantal
Inequalities
(P.T.Krishna Kumar)

Nuclear reactor design calculations are subject to
uncertainties due to reactor modelling,approximations in the
caiculational methods and above all neutron cross-section data.
Most of the developing countries are resorting to inexpensive
approaches to quantify the errors in the neutron cross-section by
pursuing the sensitivity analysis methodology coupled with the
nuclear data dependent covariance matrix.The covariance matrix
is identified" with the uncertainty matrix as per the
international recommendation/1/. But, knowledge about correlation
is essential for the generation of the covariance matrix and to
estimate the total uncertainty. To our knowledge, error analysis
for the neutron cross-section measurements have been relying on
the Method of Least Squares (MLS) based on Gauss-Markov
theorem. The MLS do not discriminate between the statistical
and the systematic uncertainties, but only demands the
existence of finite second moment for both the uncertainties.But
in the case of systematic uncertainties the variance does not
exist for the MLS to be applied. Further systematic uncertain-
ties do not follow normal distribution according to the central
limit theorem/2/. Thus in those cases where the probability
density function is not available, upper and lower limit of
the quantity can be estimated under the assumption of a
constant probability density within these limits. We have
obtained these limits rigorously by the technique of determi-
nantal inequalities for the Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis/3/.
We use it here to estimate the limits for the uncorrelated and
the correlated uncertainties for the absolute/4/ and relative/5/
neutron cross-section measurements.The variance-covariance
matrix for the absolute and relative measurement are depicted in
Table 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 respectively. The upper and lower bounds
are tabulated in Tables 1.5.3 and 1.5.4.

1. ISO/TAG4/WG3 Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
Measurement, Int. Org. Stand, Geneva, (1992).

2. W.Mannhart, A small guide to generating' covariances of
experimental data, PTB-FMRB-84,Braunschweig, (1981).

3. P.T.Krishna Kumar, Ann. Nucl. Energy, r7, 483 (1990).

4. P.T.Krishna Kumar and J.Sobhanadri, Ann. Nucl. Energy (in
press).



P.T.Krishna Kumar and J.Sobhanadri, Estimation of Systematic
Uncertainty in Sensitivity Based Uncertainty Analysis by the
Technique of Determinantal Inequalities, 8th International
Conference on Radiation Shielding to be held at Arlington
Texas U.S.A, April (1.994).

Table 1.5.1

Absolute Measurement of 65Cu(n,2n) Cross Section

Energy
(Mev)

13.6
14.0
14.6

Cross
section
(mb)

832.
891.
959.

0
9
6

Covariance
Matrix

30.25
24.94
27.11

39.69
32.15 33.64

Table 1.5.2.

Measurement of 239PU(n,f) relative to 235U(n,f)

Neutron
Reaction

Pu(n,f
7

Cross
section

1205
1203
1.500

Covariance
Matrix

5.06
5.44 9.12

- 0.57 -0.20 1.77

Table 1.5.3.

Bounds for Absolute Measurement

Upper bound Lower bound

U u > 4.054
U22 2. 5-541
U33 > 5.924
U44 > 4.578

12.574 > U> U 1 2 ^
U

-3.8321 2
11.499 > U 1 3 > -3.749
14.782 > HIA > -3.210

Table 1.5.4.

Bounds for Relative Measurement

Upper bound Lower bound

22 ^
33 ^

> 3.36
5.95
0.12

6.725 > U 1 2 > -6.596
1.671 > U 1 3 > -1.909



1.6 Estimation of Systematic and Statistical Uncertainties in
Fission Ratio Measurements by the Partition Technique
(P.T.Kri shna Kumar)

The partitioning of large arrays into block components
which could themselves be manipulated as algebraic entities,is a
technique which has been developed by us /I/ for use in reactor
physics.In the above study we report about how this technique can
also be used in the estimation of systematic and statistical
uncertainties which are correlated in reactor physics
measurements.Since in most of the cases the probability density
function of systematic uncertainties is not available,we resorted
to Baye's theorem of ignorance and assumed a constant probability
density function between the upper and lower limits.Thus by
partition technique we were not only able to demarcate the
uncertainties but also were able to estimate their limits/2/.We
used the above technique for the fission ratio measurements at
two different detector distances/3/.The correlation and the
covariance matrix for the above measurement is depicted in Tables
1.6.1 and 1.6.2. The partition of the above matrices into
statistical and systematic uncertainties and represented as lower
and upper bounds are depicted in Table 1.6.3.

1. P.T.Krishna' Kumar, Ann. Nucl. Energy 16, 253 (1989).

2. P.T.Krishna Kumar, Ann. Nucl. Energy 20, 299 (1993).

3. P.T.Krishna Kumar, Analytica Chimica Acta (in press) (1993).

Table 1.6.1

Correlation Matrix for fission ratio Measurement

a Correlation Matrix
Ratio SD 1 2 3 4

232Th/235U
232Th/235U
237Np/235U
237Np/235U

2.5
2.5
2.1
2.6

1
.87
.35
.32

1
.40
.40

1
.70

a - Standard Deviation



Table 1.6.2

Cbvariance Matrix for fission ratio Measurements

Ratioa 1 2 3 4

232Th/235U(dl)
232Th/235U(d2)
237Np/235U(dl)
237Np/235U(d2)

6.25
5.437
1.837
1.747

6
2
2

.25

.1

.184
4
3
.41
.822 6.76

a - dl and d2 refer to Ratio measurements made at
different detector distances.

two

Table 1.6.3

Bounds for Fission Cross Section Ratio Measurement

Upper bound Lower bound

U11 2.

U

4.7904

U 2 2 > 5.1151

> 3.857133 >

U 4 4 > 3.6203

6.0950 > U 1 2 - "3.3546

2.6989 > U 1 3 > 0.8969

2.7173 > U 1 4 > -1.5792

1.7 Propagation of Systematic Uncertainty due to Data Reduction
in Transmission Measurement of Iron
(P.T.Krishna Kumar, S.M.Lee, R.Shankar Singh and
J.Sobhanadri)

We have developed a technique of determinantal
inequalities to estimate the bounds for statistical and
systematic uncertainties in neutron cross section measurement/1/.
In the measurement of neutron cross-section/ correlation is
manifested due to the process of measurement and due to many
systematic commponents like geometrical factor, half life, back
scattering etc.However propagation of experimental uncertainties
through the reduction of cross-section data is itself a
complicated procedure and has been inviting attention in recent
times. We in this paper apply the concept of determinatal
inequalities to a transmissiom measurement of iron cross section
and demonstrate how in such data reduction procedures the
systematic uncertainty dominates over the statistical and
estimate their individual bounds/2/.The correlation coefficients
are depicted in Table 1.7.1.



From Table 1.7.2 it is obvious that the correlation
coefficient increases significantly for the energy range 4.5-8.0
Mev and 25.0-50.0 Mev.Among the systematic components of
measurement, reduced parameters have high correlation coefficient
compared to background counts and dead time corrections.

Table 1.7.1

Cross sections and contributions to uncertainties for Iron

Energy
range (MeV)

2.0- 2.4
2.4- 3.0
3.0- 4.5
4.5- 8.0
8.0-11.0
11.0-25.0
25.0-50.0
50.0-79.8

3.47
3.24
3.31
3.86
3.21
2.79
2.02
2.43

Statistical

*o

.023

.022

.019

.018

.018

.017

.017

.020

<Aa)in

.012

.011

.006

.003

.003

.001

.002

.008

.007

.006

.003

.002

.002

.001

.002

.005

correlation,

out

100
65
74
77
77
78
77
69

100
77
81
80
81
80
71

100
92
91
92
91
81

100
97
97
96
86

times (100)

100
98
97
86

100
98 100
87 86 100

P.T.Krishna Kumar, Ann. Nucl. Energy 20, 299 (1993).

P.T.Krishnakumar, J.Sobhanadri,S.M.Lee and R.Shankar Singh,
Propagation of Systematic uncertainty due to Data reduction
in Transmission measurement of iron, Xth National Symposium
On Radiation Physics, Kalpakkam, India, Aug, 17-20, (1993).
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2.0 CORE PHYSICS AND OPERATION STUDIES

FBTR

2.1 Fuel Subassenbly Power Changes in FBTR due to Control Rod
Movement
(P. Mohanakrishnan, S.M. Lee and R. Shankar Singh)

It is important to know the fuel subassembly (SA) power
changes due to control rod (CR) movement for reactor operation
with in safe operating limits. We studied/1/ the effect of large
and small single control rod movement on SA powers and Linear
Heat Ratings (LHR) from a reference case of all CRs banked at the
same axial level. Different axial banking levels were considered
as the reference cases.

In Fig 2.1.1 the reference case corresponds to all CRs
banked at 308 mm level. At this level, the absorber portion of
CR are inserted by 5.1 cm into the active core. With the full
withdrawal of CR'A1 (308 mm to 450 mm), the calculated power in
adjacent SA increases by 2.5% There is a marginal fall in the
central SA power. The fall in peak LHR of central SA is
estimated/2/ to be 0.2 % per 10 mm CR raising. The change in
axial power shape of adjacent SA is given in Fig.2.1.2, for full
raising of CR'A1 (308 mm to 450 mm). It is seen that while peak
LHR increases by about 5% the LHR in the axial section affected
by CR raising increases by 17 %. Ths maximum LHR changes are
found to be about 3 % per 10 mm CR movement for CR banking levels
above core middle height.

1. P.Mohanakrishnan, S.M.Lee and R.Shankar Singh, Fuel
Subassembly Power Changes in FBTR due to Control Rod
Movement, RPD/CPOS/71 and RPD/CPOS/FBTR/01100/DN/022 (1993).

2. P.Mohanakrishnan, Peak LHR Changes in Central Subassembly
due to Control Rod Movement, RPD/CPOS/74 (1993).

2.2 Estimation of Total Control Rod Worth Based on Lower
Dimensional Modelling
(N. Sathyabama P. Mohanakrishnan and S.M. Lee)

A theoretical formula for estimating the total control
rod worth from lower dimensional worths has been tested. The
formula is given as follows.

O P e e
» = ' 2-D hex/X-Y + 2-DR " 1DR

Where f is the total control rod worth,?2-D hex/X-Y ^
s t n e

control rod worth in 2-D hexagonal or x-y geometry and ?2-DR t n e

control rod worth in 2-D cylindrical geometry and ^ ^ R in 1-D R
geometry. The formula has been framed on the basis that control
rod worth estimated in 2-D hex/x-y geometry calculations has the

11
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buckling error while the worth in 2-D R geometry has the
cylindricity error and the worth in 1-D R geometry has both the
above mentioned errors and these errors are linearly additive.
This formula has been verified/1/ by performing 3-D calculations
in diffusion theory for three different cores (i) FBTR hexagonal
core (ii) FBTR, eguivalent rectangular core and (iii) PFBR
hexagonal core using the codes TREDFR(hexagonal geometry) and
CEMESH (rectangular & cylindrical geometry). The results of the
calculations are presented in Tables 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The
last column in the tables show the comparison between the control
rod worths estimated from the lower dimensional calculations and
that obtained from 3-D calculations. It can be seen from the
tables that, the ratio of the 3-D worth of control rods and that
obtained from 2-D and 1-D worths is within 6.4% for FBTR
rectangular core and 4% for FBTR hexagonal core and 1.4% for
.PFBR hexagonal core. From these results, it is inferred that
estimating control rod worths from lower dimensional calculations
is accurate enough and the error in doing so is within tolerable
limits.

1. N. Sathyabama, P. Mohanakrishnan, and S.M. Lee, Estimation
of Total Control Rod worth based on Lower Dimensional
Modelling, Paper being submitted for Publication in Annals
of Nuclear Energy.

Table 2.2.1

Estimation of Total Control Rod worth in FBTR
(Hexagonal Geometry)

Rod'
worth

Ak/k2
^k/klki

(pcm)

6813
I 6706

(pcm)

9436
7522

'hex
(pcm)

5177
5156

hex-Z
(pcm)

7528
7657

R-Z + hex " R
(pcm)

7800
7972

Ratio

1.036
1.041

Table 2.2.2

Estimation of Control Rod Worth in FBTR(Rectangular Geometry)

Rod
worth j R—Z

(pcm) (pcm)
hex
(pcm)

hex-Z R-Z + hex
(pcm) (pcm)

R Ratio

AK/K2
AK/K1K2

6813 -
6706

9436
9522

5145
5136

7301
7476

7768
7952

1.064
1.064
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Table 2.2.3

Estimation of Control Rod Worth in PFBR (Hexagonal Geometry)

Rod
worth

AK/K2

AK/K1K2

V,
(pcm)
20773

19416

f
R-Z
(pcm)

21493

20076

hex
(pcm)

14105

13197

hex-Z R-Z
(pcm)

14629

13666

(pcm)

14825

13857

r
R

Ratio

1.013

1.014

2.3 Doppler Coefficient of Reactivity for FBTR Snail Core (23
Subassenblies)
(A. John Arul and C.P.Reddy)

The Doppler Coefficient of Reactivity is the prompt
component of the temperature coefficient and plays an important
role in the safety . of the reactor. The magnitude of this
coefficient mainly depends on the fuel composition and the
neutron spectrum. The FBTR has a hard neutron spectrum and a
high Pu-content in the core and hence is expected to have a very
small Doppler Coefficient.

Multigroup cross sections for the fuel mixture were
calculated using Cadarache Version II Cross Section Set at 420°K
and 620°K using the code EFFCROSS.

Doppler coefficient was calculated using two methods:
(i) Direct Keff Calculations and (ii) By calculating Danger
Coefficients/1/,

The Doppler Coefficient calculated from the direct k
calculations was - 0.018 pcm/°C. The error due to convergence on
k is estimated as + 0.01 pcm/°C. This error is in addition to
the error due to the cross sections and processing.

The Danger coefficient method gave the total Doppler
coefficient of -0.02 pcm/°C. The respective contributions from
fuel, structural material and coolant —-** - <l"7 ° " in~3

- 1.05 x 10~3 and - 0.68 x 10~3 pcm/deg. C.
are - 17.9 x 10"

1. A. John Arul
Reactivity for
(1993).

and C.P. Reddy Doppler
Small FBTR Core (23 S.A),

Coefficient of
RG/RPD/CPOS/72
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2.4 Calculated Reactivity Loss Due to Burnup in FBTR Small
Carbide Core
(A.J. Arul, C.P. Reddy and S.M. Lee)

The coefficient of burnup reactivity loss is an
important neutronics parameter needed for proper planning of core
excess reactivity, control rod worth, optimisation of fuel cycle
etc. Here we present some of the salient features of the
calculation method and results obtained for 27 S.A. FBTR small
carbide core.

Two dimensional R-Z calculations were done using
Cadarache versionll cross sections and ALC1-ALMI code. The point
burn up calculations are made using PASEV and perturbation
calculations were done using PERTALCI.

The reactor core was divided into thirty subzones
Fig.2.4.1, Keff and fluxes were calculated for this model using
ALCIALMI for a maximum linear pin power of 250 W/cm. Using these
fluxes, the point burnup code PASEV was used to generate the new
fuel composition after thirty and sixty days of burnup.

Keff's were calculated once again with changed number
densities and the difference in Keffs divided by burnup gives the
burnup reactivity coefficient. The coefficient of reactivity
loss by this method is 11.87 pcm/day at 10.6 Mwt operation.

The reactivity loss rates were also computed using the
code PERTALCI as follows. The danger coefficients were
calculated for all the evolving isotopes in the thirty subzones.
These values where multiplied by the change in number densities
to give the reactivity loss. The values of the rectivity
coefficients by this method is 11.31 pcm/day and 11.25 pcm/day
for 30 and 60 days of operation at full power (10.6 Mwt).

The average reactivity loss rate is 1.1 pcm/MwdL The
rate of reactivity loss calculated here does not include
reactivity loss due to fuel geometry changes with burnup.

2.5 Observed Power Coefficient of Reactivity in FBTR During
Power Raising Operations
(C.P. Reddy and A. John Arul)

During this year FBTR power was raised to various levels.
In these power raising operations reactor power was stabilised at
various intermediate steps to control the steam generator process
parameters. Even though the power was stabilised the
temperatures will be evolving. The critical control rod
positions and reactor inlet temperatures were recorded during
these power stabilisations. From this data the power coefficient
of reactivity was derived. As the power is not stabilised for
sufficiently long time and also the temperatures were changing

16



Fig.2.4.1 Sub Zones of the Reactor Core



slowly the derived power coefficient will reflect only fast
components of power coefficient of reactivity and the components
with reactor vessel expansion, control rod shaft expansion will
not be felt. The power coefficient of reactivity for the fresh
core was -52 pcm/Mwt/1/. As the irradiation of fuel continued
this value slowly changed to -45.1 pcm/Mwt in October 1993.

1. C.P. Reddy and A. John Arul. Observed Power Coefficient of
Reactivity During Power Operations of FBTR from January 1993
to June 1993. RPD/CPOS/68 (1994).

2.6 Procedure to Maintain MayiBtiim Linear Pin Power Within
Operating Limit in FBTR
(S.M. Lee and S. Govindarajan)

There is no direct measurement of linear pin power in
FBTR. A procedure has been formulated /I/ to ensure that FBTR is
always operated within the operating limit on the maximum linear
pin power. The procedure first fixes a target power of operation
for each irradiation campaign such that the operating limit on
linear pin power will not be exceeded during the campaign. The
procedure then ensures that the target power of operation is
itself not exceeded during the campaign.

The calculated relation between target reactor power
(P) and maximum linear pin power (W) is only accurate within 10
%, as the observed power distribution falls more rapidly radially
than calculated. Using the primary sodium temperatures observed
at the beginning of an irradiation campaign and known flows the
following more accurate relation between P and W can be derived.

W.H.ND

where,
f 5 AT.; g-s_ — 1 8

7 I
and,

N2 Fl

P = target power (MWt).
W = operating limit on maximum linear pin power (W/cm).
Np = number of pins in central fuel subassembly.
f^o = axial form factor for central fuel subassembly

(calculated)
H = fissile column length
F^ = primary flow fraction through central subassembly.
Tj = corrected temperature rise across central fuel

subassembly.
T r = corrected temperature rise across reactor.
F-J = primary flow fraction through jth fuel subassembly.

18



Tj = corrected temperature rise' across jth fuel
subassembly.

l$2 = number of fuel subassemblies in the first row
surrounding the central fuel subassembly.

gj = ratio of equivalent fissile material in central fuel
subassembly to that in first row fuel subassembly j.

Calculations for the 23 fuel subassembly core with control
rods at 286 mm height give fap = 1.188. Using the the known flow
fractions and fissile correction factors as well as observed fuel
subassembly temperature rises and reactor temperature rise the
Eqns. (1) and (2) give: fro = 1.01; P = 8.14 MWt for a maximum
linear pin power of 250 W/cm, whereas the direct neutronic
calculation gives P = 8.8 MWt which is 8% too high.

As the irradiation campaign proceeds the control rods get
withdrawn and the power distribution becomes flatter so that for
the same target power (as fixed at the beginning of the campaign)
the maximum linear pin power remains always less than the
operating limit.

The actual reactor power is maintained less than or equal to
the target power by safety actions from the neutronic channels
power indication. While neutronic channel power is monitored
continuously, the thermal balance power is determined
periodically (once a shift). It is observed that when the primary
sodium temperatures increase or the control rods are withdrawn,
the neutronic channel power indication increases even when the
thermal balance power is constant. Hence the procedure stipulates
periodic normalisation of the neutronic channel power indication
with thermal balance power such that the actual reactor power is
close to but always less than or equal to the neutronic channel
power indication.

1. S.M. Lee and S. Govindarajan, Procedure to Maintain Maximum
linear Lin Power Within Operating Limit, ROD/FBTR/S-RS-
2/31000/OP-075 (1993).

2.7 Revised Minimum Shutdown Margin for Loading Additional Fuel
Subassemblies in FBTR
(C.P. Reddy and S.M. Lee)

Taking into account the actual measured values of the
power coefficient and the burnup reactivity loss rate in FBTR,
the shutdown margin when the 24th and 25th fuel subassemblies are
loaded were estimated as given in Table 2.7.1. It is observed
that the shutdown margin reaches a minimum of 3965 pern just after
the addition of the 24th fuel subassembly. However, after this
operation no further fuel handling is performed and the shutdown
margin gets restored to greater than the value required in the
FBTR Technical Specifications (4200 pem) after just 14 days of
full power operation and thereafter remains greater than 4200 pem
always.
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Taking into account the requirements of scram
reactivity, stuck rods criteria and maximum reactivity error in
fuel handling state the temporary reduction in shutdown margin
was considered acceptable and necessary safety clearance
proposals put up and obtained.

1. C.P. Reddy and S.M. Lee, Revised Refuelling Strategy for
FBTR Small Carbide Core RG/RPD/CPOS/63 (1993).

Table 2.7.1

Proposed Refuelling Scheme 1

s.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

No. of
SAs in
core

23
23
24
24
25
25

Location
of the
last SA

03-10
03-10
03-13
03-13
03-04
03-04

Core
Burnup
Status
(MWD)

125
308
308
877
877
1408

Excess
Reacti-
vity
(pern)

1558
1154
2411
1159
2333
1164

Total
CR
Worth
(pem)

6159
6159
6376
6376
6579
6579

Shut-
down
Margin
(pem)

4601
5005
3965
5217
4246
5415

Possible
FP
Operation
(MWD/EFPD)

183/23
*

569/71
@

531/66
EOL

* Addition of 24th Subassembly, @ Addition of 25th Subassembly

PFBR

2.8 Comparison of Some Steady State
Oxide and Metal Fuel in PFBR
(T.M. John and P.V.K. Menon)

Heutronic Parameters for

Design modification of PFBR fuel pin diameter from 6.38
mm to 6.6 mm and also the updating of neutron data library used
in neutronics claculation, necessitated the reevaluation of
neutronics parameters of PFBR. In the updated neutron data
library, cross sections of Pu241 and Pu242 were replaced with
those evaluated from JENDL 2 basic file. Change of fuel pin
diameter has increased the fuel volume fraction in the core.
Changes in the steady state neutronics parameters of the reactor
due to the combined effect of above changes was studied. In the
conventional PFBR core, mixture of UO2 and PUO2 is used as fuel.
Performance of metallic alloy of U, Pu and 10% Zr as fuel was
also evaluated.

The method of evaluation followed the standard
procedure of employing two dimensional diffusion theory for
computation of critical enrichments and first order pertubation
theory for evaluation of danger coefficients. The equilibrium
core enrichments were evaluated using the codes EQUIPROG and
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PINBURN. Table 2.8.1 gives the parameters used for computation of
atom densities and boundaries for use in diffusion theory. Table
2.8.2 and Table 2.8.3 give some of the neutronics parameters and
danger coefficients. Detailed informations about the method of
evaluation and more detailed results are available in references
1 and 2.

P.V.K.Menon and T.M.John, Steady State Neutronics of 6.6 mm
Oxide Fuel Pin PFBR Core, PFBR/01113/DN/1024/R/A (1993).

P.V.K.Menon and T.M.John, Steady State Neutronics of 6.6 mm
Metal Fuel Pin PFBR Core, RPD/CPOS/65 (1993).

Table 2.8.1

Input Data for Neutronics Calculations
(values in bracket applicable to metal fuel)

Fuel type

Blanket type

U composition (atom %)
U235/U238

Pu composition (atom %)
Pu239/Pu240/Pu241/Pu242

Number of subassemblies
corel/core2/radialblanket

Volume fraction of core (%)
Fuel/Na/SS

smeared density of fuel (%TD)

smeared density of axial
blanket (%TD)

Volume fraction of Radial
blanket (%) Fuel/Na/SS

smeared density of radial
blanket (%TD)

subassemly pitch (cms.)

UO2/PuO2 (U/Pu/Zr(10%))

UO2 (U/Zr(10%))

0.25/99.75

68.79/24.60/5.26/1.35

91/90/180

35.08/41.03/23.89

85 (75)

90 (85)

52.33/28.19/19.48

90 (85)

13.5
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Table 2.8.2

Excess reactivity requirements

Parameters Oxide Metal

Change in reactivity from
450 K to operating temp,
(temp. & power coeffts.) (pcm)

Change in reactivity from
Beginning of life to

End of equilibrium core (pcm)

Operating margin (pcm)

Total Excess reactivity required

Target Keff at 45OK
Critical Pu enrichment (%)
corel/core2

Power output from reactor at
beginning of life (MWt)

Power output from reactor at
middle of Equilibrium cycle (MWt)

Breeding ratio at
Middle of Equilibrium Cycle

1513 570

5280

500

7293

1.073

18.77/25.36

1157

1265

1.117

3990

500

5060

1.050

13.5/18.24

1187

1262

1.324

Table 2.8.3

Reactivity coefficients at BOL

Parameter

Doppler coefft
T.dk/dt (pcm)
Sodium
worth
Steel
worth
Fuel
worth

void
(pcm)

void
(pcm)

void
(pcm)

Oxide BOL Oxide MOEC

-735

1245

3994

-40085

-718

1447

4303

-39405

* and MOEC+

Metal BOL

-491

2668

4094

-43944

Metal MOEC

-467

2974

4719

-43465

BOL - Beginning of Life + MOEC - Middle of Equilibrium Cycle
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2.9 Reactivity Effects of Subassenbly Bowing in PFBR
(T.M. John and P.V.K. Menon)
4,

Subassembiles in a reactor can bow inwards or outwards
during long operation, due to thermal expansion, swelling and
creep. Direction of bowing depend4 on the position of spacerpads.
Reactivity effect of bowing could show as loss or gain of
reactivity, in addition to temperature and power reactivity
effects when the reactor goes froip shut down to full power state
during operation. By proper positioning of spacer pads,,
reactivity swing due to bowing can be minimised. This study
evaluates the change in reactivity due to bowing, for the
present design of PFBR, at different irradiation times. Worths of
materials used in the computations have been obtained from two
dimensional cylindrical modelling of the reactor using first
order perturbation theory. Since in the basic cylindrical
modelling, fuel, coolant and structural materials are all
homogenised in the cylindrical volume of the mixture, some
approximations have to be employed for evaluation of change of
reactivity due to bowing. The effect of increased neutron leakage
through the interface between subassemblies is treated as due to
density change in the smeared material in the zone of bowing, and
effect of the subassembly movement to a zone of different worth
is treated as a boundary movement effect between the bowing
zones.; Table 2.9.1 shows the total reactivity -change with respect
to fresh fuel configuration, due to bowing as a function of the
core burnup. Results show that only when the core burnup reaches
450 or more days of irradiation, there is any significant swing
in reactivity due to bowing effects, when the reactor goes from
shutdown to full power state. If the target peak burnup of PFBR
subassemblies are taken as 100000 MWd/Te., the average incore
life of subassemblies are around 500 full power days. Hence the
burnup ' state of equilibrium core will be corresponding to 250
days of operation and reactivity swing due to bowing is expected
to be negligible. More details can be found in Ref. 1.

1 P.V.K. Menon and T.M. John, Reactivity Effects of
Subassembly Bowing in Fast Reactors, National Symposium on
Radiation Physics-10, Kalpakkam, Aug 17-20 (1993).

Table 2.9.1

Whole core bowing worth effects in PFBR

"Irradiation Whole core bowing worth(pcm) Swing in reactivity
Time (days) due to bowing from

Shutdown Full power shutdown to full
power (pcm)

0 0 - 5 -5
300 -2 -11 -9
450 -14 86 100
600 34 331 297
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EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR PHYSICS

2.10 Measured Power tilt due to non Banking of Control Rods
(C.P. Reddy, A. John Arul and P. Mohanakrishnan)

• r

Maximum linear heat rating in any symmetrical reactor
of uniform fuel composition will be at the core centre. The
peripheral subassemblies will have a lower heat rating. In order
to improve the overall outlet temperature of the sodium coolant,
flow zoning is provided. If the symmetry is altered, the maximum
heat rating may shift from core centre to some other point. It
is necessary to ensure that the maximum linear heat rating is
lower than the allowed value, and flow in any subassembly is
sufficient to cool the subassembly. In order to avoid any
problem due to power tilting, FBTR is generally operated
keeping all the control rods banked at the same level. To ensure
this, an alarm has been provided if the difference in any two
control rod levels is more than 10 mm and LOR is ordered if the
difference is more than 20 mm. Operational difficulties have
been encountered on account of this LOR, and safety committee was
approached for removing the LOR or raising the trip limit.
Safety committee wanted the proposal to be supplemented with
experimental results.

The power tilting experiment was done at 4 MWt power.
Outlet temperatures of all fuel subassemblies were recorded for
various control rod level discordances and the power of each
subassembly was derived using the sodium flow distribution/2/.
The results are compared with the calculated values/3/ and
presented in the Table 2.10.1. :

As this experiment was done at the end of life of 23
fuel subassembly core, all the control rods were above the core
level where the control rod worth is small and hence the effects
of power tilt are small. We plan to repeat this experiment at 9
Mwt power and when the control rods are inserted towards the
middle of the core.

1. P.V.Ramalingam, Doc No. ROD/FBTR/S:RS:5/66300/TN-136 (1993).

2. C.P. Reddy, John Arul and P. Mohanakrishnan, commissioning
test report PHY-509 measured power tilt due to Non banking
of control rods, RPD/FBTR/CPOS/CR/12, Rev.2 (1993).

3. P.Mohanakrishnan et al, Fuel Assembly Power changes due to
control Rod movement, RPD/CPOS/FBTR/01100/DN/022 (1993).
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Table 2.10.1

Measured % change in SA Powers Adjacent to CR Movement/Ref.2/

CR !

CR
363

CR
363

CRs
363

Movement

"A"
mm

"A"
mm

B,
mm

raised
to 395

raised
to 405

C,D,E,F
to 375

from
mm

from
mm

raised
mm

Change in SA
power (Adjacent)
CR name)

0.9 %

2.0 %

from 0.4 %
0.1 %
0.2 %

(A)

(A)

(C)
(D)
(F)

Change/10 mm
CR movement

0.28%

0.48 %

0.33%
0.08%
0.17%

Calculated change in adjacent SA power/lOmm CR movement = 0.17%
(Ref.3)

2.11 Calibration of Control Rods worths at 180°C and 375°C with
24 fuel subasseablies and worth of 24th fuel subasseably
(C.P.Reddy)

As per technical specifications of FBTR control rods
are to be calibrated at every six months of full power operations
or whenever core configuration is changed. Control rods were
calibrated by using inverse kinetic method as per the test
procedure PHY 403 D/l/ after loading the 24th subassembly at
03-14. The power of the reactor was recorded using the
Industrial PC of CDPS. The recorded data was analysed using
inverse kinetics routine. The experiment was performed at 180°C
and 375°C. The results are presented in Table.2.10.1. The worth
of control rods at 180°C and 375°C agree well within the
experimental error of 5%. The results are compared with similar
measurements made for 23 fuel subassembly case. The total
control rod worth agrees with the predicted valued 6376 pcm,
which was obtained by normalising the calculations by E/C ratio
obtained for the 23 fuel subassembly case.

Making use of the above calibrated control rod worths
and critical control rod positions at 180°C the excess reactivity
and shutdown margins have been evaluated to be 2369 and 3997 pcm
respectively. The worth of 24th fuel subassembly is evaluated
from the excess reactivity before loading 24th fuel subassembly
and after loading the 24th fuel subassembly. The measured worth
of the 24th fuel subassembly is 1269 pcm. The predicted worth of
the 24th fuel subassembly after normalising the calculation with
E/C ratio of the 23rd fuel subassembly worth is 1257 pcm.
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1. C.P. Reddy, V. Sathiamurthy and S.M. Lee, Commissioning test
procedure PHY 403 D, Measurement of control rod worths by
inverse kinetics for FBTR small carbide core with source
subassembly in location 04-23, RPD/CPOS/FBTR/01100/CP/009
(1990).

Table 2.11.1

Control Rod worths in pern

Rod

A
D
B
E
C
F

Total

24 Fuel
180°C

1081
1084
893
1130
1042
1036

6366

Subassemblies
375°C

1127
1130
881
1137
1011
1157

6445

23 Fuel Subassemblies
180°C

1100
1107
888
862
1073
1067

6097

Calculated worth 6376 pom

CODE DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS

2.12 Performance of Heutronics Computer Codes on PC
(T.M. John)

Computer codes to solve the neutron diffusion and
transport equations are used frequently in estimating the design
parameters of nuclear reactors. These codes mostly solve neutron
diffusion/transport equation in multigroup form using finite
difference procedure and employing inner and outer iteration
techniques. Initially most of these codes were written for the
main frame computers like IBM or Honey Well, due to lack of
availablity of personal computers. Also the speed of the
available PCs were not sufficient to solve even small problems
using these codes. Currently PCs having computational speeds more
than the earlier mainframe systems are available. So it is
interesting to develop the computer codoc which will work on the
PCs for solving neutron diffusion/transport equation. This will
give more flexiblity to the user and even a faster turn around
time for the solutions, since the PC will be dedicated to the
user. In this context the codes used for the routine neutronics
calculations for reactor core design were adapted to PC AT/386
available in the Division.

Solving two or three dimensional diffusion/transport
equation involved the computation of solutions at large number of
space and energy points (typically 10000 space points and 25
energy points for two dimensional calculation). Due to lack of
availability of active memory in the available mainframes to hold
this many variables and their associated matrix elements, codes
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developed on these machines were using disk storage to hold the
variables during iterations. This reduced the speed of
computation as storage to and retrieval from these devices are
very slow compared to active memory. Present day PCs come with
large active memory ( > 4MBytes), so it is always advantageous to
employ this memory for storage of intermediate variables during
the solution process, which means a complete restructuring of the
code and algorithm while developing PC versions. Similar
restructuring was done to the time consuming computer codes while
adapting them to PC environment.

The codes which are commonly used in neutronics core
design are

1)EFFCROSS : generates mixture and temperature dependent
elemental cross sections for use in other codes.

2)MUDE : solves one dimensional diffusion equation.

3)DTF : solves one dimensional transport equation.

4)ALCIALMI : solves two dimensional diffusion equation using
corner mesh scheme in Finite Difference
formalism.

5)2DB : solves two dimensional diffusion equation using
centre mesh scheme in Finite Difference
formalism.

6)ALEX : computes * power distribution, reaction rates,
breeding ratio etc. from the flux output of
ALCIALMI

7)NEWPERT : first order perturbation code for computation of
danger coefficients, Effective delayed neutron
fraction etc.

8)3DB : solve three dimensional diffusion equations.

All these codes are now working on the AT/386. One dimensional
solutions take only few minutes of time on PC while two
dimensional diffusion eqautions take around two to three hours.
Three dimensional solutions take many hours on AT/386 working on
a 20MHz. clock. Use of AT/486 is showing a time reduction by a
factor ten compared to AT/386.

2.13 Analysis of Moderator Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity
for the Operating PDRHIKA-III Core
(N. Sathyabama and P. Mohanakrishnan)

The operating PURNIMA-III core at BARC differs in many
respects from the originally designed core. The operating core
has nine U 2 3 3 subassemblies with increased water gaps between the
subassemblies and also between the core and the BeO reflectors.
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The top axial BeO is replaced with water. The originally
designed core had eight U 2 3 3 subassemblies and top axial BeO
reflector. The temperature coefficient of reactivity calculated
for the eight subassembly core was - 18 pcm/°C in the temperature
range of 38° - 50°C. The measured temperature coefficient of
reactivity was found to be low for PURNIMA-III core (-2pcm/°C).
The temperature coefficient was estimated by performing 3-D
transport calculations using the code TRITAC. Cell hemogenised
cross sections were prepared at two different temperatures (30 °C
and 50°C) from WIMS library using the code SMAXY. The Zr and B
impurities in the fuel meat portion were taken into account in
the cross section preparation. The temperature coefficient of
reactivity estimated/1/ for the PURNIMA-III core with outside
water reflector is - 5.5 pcm/°C in the temperature range of 30° -
50°C which is still 3.5 pcm different from measurement. There is
a 3% discrepancy between our calculated Keff by 3-D transport
method and the ireasured value which may be due to ignoring of
impurities in Al clad in our calculations.

1. N. Sathyabama and P. Mohanakrishnan, Analylsis of Moderator
Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity for the operating
PURNIMA-III Core, RG/RPD/CPOS/69 (1993).

2.14 Analysis of Radially Heterogeneous ZPPR-13 A Benchmark for
Investigating the Spatial Dependence of the Calculated to
Experimental Ratio for Control Rod Worths
(B. Mahalakshmi & P. Mohanakrishnan)

Investigations were performed/1/ on the ZPPR-13 A
critical assembly to determine the cause of the radial variation
of the calculated to Experimental (C/E) ratio for control rod
worth in large heterogeneous cores.

The effects of errors in cross section, mesh size,
group condensation, transport and modelling were studied by using
two and three dimensional diffusion calculations and three
dimensional transport calculations. In that process, the cross
section set and the calculation scheme that are being used for
fast reactor design at IGCAR has been revalidated. The cross
section set was found to yield satisfying results.

Table 2.14.1 gives the eigenvalues determined by the
calculational methods using different cross section sets. The
effect of mesh size and group condensation are presented in Table
2.14.2. The comparison of two and three dimensional simulations
for various control configurations are presented in Table 2.14.3.
The effect of modelling ie., use of two dimensional spectra used
as weighting factor in group condensation of cross sections are
given in Table 2.14.4. In Table 2.14.5 the worth and C/E ratio
predicted by different cross section sets and diffusion to
transport corrections are compared.

The studies showed that the error in cross sections was
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largely responsible for radial dependence of the C/E ratios. The
contribution from group condensation and mesh size errors were
<2% and from modelling errors and transport correcting < 1%. The
effect of these errors are insignificant when compared with the
effect of the cross section error. The analysis showed that even
without the adjustment in diffusion coefficient suggested in
earlier studies, a satisfactory prediction is found at least for
this benchmark. The diffusion to transport correction for
control rod worth was found to be -7%.

1. B. Mahalakshmi , P. Mohanakrishnan, Nuclear Science and
Engineering, 115, p.341 (1993).

Table 2.14.1

Critical Eignevalue of ZPPR-13A Predicted by Two-and Three-
Dimensional Simulations

Dimen
sions

Two
Two
Two
Three

Three
Three

Three

Geo-
metry

X-Y
X-Y
X-Y
X-Y-Z

X-Y-Z
X-Y-Z

X-Y-Z
(transport)

Experimental Keff

Mesh/
Drawer

1
4
4
4

4
4

4

applicable

No. of
Groups

4
4

25
4

4
4

4

Keff
(Cross-section Set)

0.97954
0.98014
0.97850
0.97713

0.97960
0.98169

0.99002

to calculational

(JENDL)
(JENDL)
(JENDL)
(original Cadarache
Version 2)
(JENDL)
(modified Cadarache
Version 2)
(JENDL)

model 1.000042
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Table 2.14.2

Comparison of Two-Dimensional Diffusion Worths to Estimate Mesh
Size and Group Condensation Effects

Configu-
ration

First-ring
CR in
Second-ring
CR in
Third-ring
CR in
First-ring
CRPS in
Second-ring
CRPS in
Third-ring
CRPS in

1
Mesh.

Worth

0.01995

0.07399

0.05135

0.00716

0.02178

0.01582

-

4
Groups

C/E

1.067

1.135

1.147

1.089

1.157

1.175

Calculational

4
Meshes,

Worth

0.01920

0.07113

0.05018

0.00708

0.02159

0.01587

Table 2.14,

4
Groups

C/E

1.027

1.091

1.121

1.077

1.147

1.178

3

Scheme

4
Meshes,

Worth

0.01956

0.07183

0.04994

0.00722

0.02179

0.01582

25
Groups

C/E

1.040

1.100

1.115

1.098

1.150

1.175

Comparison of Worths and C/E Ratio Determined by Two and Three-
Dimensional Diffusion Calculations with 4-Group Cross Sections

and 4 Mesh/Drawer

Configuration

Two-Dimensional

Worth C/E

Three-Dimensional

Worth C/E

First-ring
CR in
Second-ring
CR in
Third-ring
CR in
First-ring
CRPS in
Second-ring
CRPS in
Third-ring
CRPS in

0.01920

0.07113

0.05018

0.00708

0.02159

0.01587

1.027

1.091

1.121

1.077

1.147

1.178

0.01968

0.07289

0.05126

0.00632

0.01869

0.01357

1.053

1.118

1.145

0.963

1.008

1.008
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Table 2.14.4

Effect of Two-Dimensional Spectra Used as Weighting Factor in
Group Condensation of Cross Section

Configuration

Second-ring
CR in
Third-ring
CR in

Two-Dimensional Spectra
Corresponding to the
CRP Used

Worth C/E

0.0735 1.127

0.05007 1.118

Table 2.14.5

Two-Dimensional Spectra
of the First-ring

Worth

0.07383

0.05053

C/E

1.132

1.128

Comparison of Worth and C/E Ratio Predicted by Different Cross-
Section Sets and Diffusion-to-Transport Corrections

(4-group Cross sections and 4 mesh/drawer)

Diffusion Calculation
Cross Sections used

Transport (S4)
Calculation

JENDL Modified
Cadarache
version 2

Modified
Cadarache
version 2

Configuration Worth C/E Worth C/E Worth C/E

First-ring
CR in

Second-ring
CR in

Third-ring
CR in

First-ring
CRPS in

Second-ring
CRPS in

Third-ring
CRPS in

"0.01968 1.053 0.02050 1.098 0.01915 1.025

0.07289 1.118 0.07350 1.127 0.06786 1.041

0.05126 1.145 0.05007 1.118 0.04476 1.047

0.00632 0.963 0.00685 1.042 0.00657 0.989

0.01869 0.993 0.01916 1.017 0.01882 0.973

0.01357 1.008 0.01348 1.001
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THEORETICAL STUDIES

2.15 Fractal Measures of Fluctuations in a Critical System
(A.J, Arul and K.P.N. Murthy*)
(* Materials Science Division, IGCAR)

In this work we investigate using the multifractal
formalism/I/the nature of fluctuations of the number of fissions
from one generation to other in a fission chain.

We consider an assembly fissionable material that forms
a subcritical system/2/ (k<l). A fission reaction is initiated.
It spawns J number of neutrons. U s a random variable with a
known distribution. These neutrons either lead to next
generation fissions or lost in other non-fission events. When
k < 1, the chain of fission events eventually terminates. When
k > 1 there is a finite probability that an initiated chain will
propagate for ever.

In this work, we have taken the distribution of 5 to be
the one that corresponds to 80 Kev neutron induced fissions in
Pu239. and have carried out a simple Monte-Carlo simulation of
the multiplicative process. For various values of k in the range
0.85 to 0.997, we start fission events and simulate the growth,
branching and decay until the chain is eventually terminated.

The average chain length <L> and the length of the
longest chain denoted by L, exhibits a power law divergence given
by

< L > « (l-k)"a and L * (l-k)~B

where a = 0.28 and R = 0.6

A typical plot of the number of fissions n^ as a
function of generation index i is shown in Fig.2.15.1, for k =
0.997. To apply the multifractal formalism, we define the
measure

Pi = ni/si ni

and construct the partition function/3/

L %
Z(q,L) = Pi (L)

i=l

This partition function is used to investigate the scaling
behaviour of the fluctuations in the fission density. We
evaluate Z for various values of 'L' by carrying out the
simulation for increasing values of K and obtain r(q)

T(q) = Lim log (Z(q,L)/log(l/L)

The generalized Renyi dimensions are given by

D(q) =
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The scaling behaviour of the M.F measure can also be
analysed by the singularity spectrum f(cr) through a Legendre
transform of T(q) as a(r)=dr/dq and f(a) = qa - x(q) where a
denotes the singularity strength of pi 's and f(ct) its density.
The generalised Renyi dimensions and f(ot) spectrum are shown in
Figs. 2.15.2 and 2.15.3. For more details see Ref.4.

We have demonstrated the presence of multifractal
measures in the fluctuations of fission density in a critical
multiplying system. To make contact with practical situation,
the model needs to include delayed neutrons and diffusion in
the system. Once these are incorporated in the model, we can
investigate if the multifractal spectrum analysis would prove
useful as a viable tool for monitoring how close a subcritical
system is to its critical state, a problem of relevance in
reactor startup.

1. B.B. Mandelbrot, J. Fluid Mech, 62., 331 (1974).

2.

3.

4.

P.F. Zweifel,
(1973).

Reactor Physics Me GrawHill Kogakusha, Tokyo

T.C.Hasley, M.H. Jenson, L.P. Kadanoff, I. Proccacia and
B.Shariman, A. Phys. Rev. A, 33, 14 (1986).

A.J. Arul and K.P.N. Murthy, Fractal Measures of
Fluctuations in a Critical System, 111, Proc. NSRP-10
(1993).

2.16 A New State of Electromagnetic Radiation
(S.Sivakumar)

A new state of electromagnetic radiation, namely
Displaced Electromagnetic State was introduced. These states are
defined as D(a){cos&|0> +elvP sine- |l>}, where D{a} is the
Displacement Operator and Jo> and \l> are the usual Fock states
of simple harmonic oscillator. The DBS posses all the known non-
classical features, namely squeezing, anti-bunching and
subpoissonian statistics. Very interestingly the photon number
distribution of these states exhibit oscillations. The
explanation comes from interference in phase-space. A study of
interaction of a two-level atom with DBS shows that there are
usual 'collapses and revivals' (due to quantum nature of the
field) and 'ringing-revivals'(due to oscillations in photon
number distribution). The importance of these states for
micromaser experiments has been established. The connection
between these states and the various other known non-classical
states has also been worked out. The possibility of using such
non-classical states and their transmission characteristics
through optical fibres for neutron fluence measurements is being
studied.
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3.0 REACTOR KIHETICS AND SAFETY ANALYSIS

FBTR

3.1 A Study of the Implications of Positive Plow Coefficient: of
Reactivity for FBTR Small Carbide Core
(S.Ponpandi, P.Bhaskar Rao and Om Pal Singh)

Flow coefficient of reactivity has been measured for
FBTR small carbide core at different power levels. At high
power, contrary to expectation, the magnitude of flow coefficient
has increased. While this anomaly is to be resolved, it was
decided to study the implications of positive reactivity that
arises because of flow reduction. This incident was analysed for
slow (flow halving time 40 s) and fast (flow halving time 2s)
flow coastdowns. It is assumed that a hundred percent flow
reduction would add a maximum reactivity of + 50 pern. This study
is carried out for initial operating power levels of 9.86 MWt and
1 MWt.

The analysis is carried out for two cases namely (1)
when the reactivity feedback due to thermal expansion of spacer
pad is available and (2) when the pad expansion feedback is not
active (pads not touching each other). In the first case, for
the reactor operation at 9.86 MWt, the influence of the positive
reactivity feedback resulting from reduction in coolant flow on
the course of the transient is compared with the reference case
where there is no positive feedback due to flow reduction. It
was found that in both the cases, the net reactivity in the
system is negative and the power goes on decreasing with time.
Since flow reduction is faster than the power reduction, there
is a mismatch in fission power generation and heat removal and
hence the coolant temperature goes on rising in both the cases.
For the second case when the reactor operates at 1 MWt, and for
the reference case, the situation is similar to the one reported
for higher power case. That is, system always remains
subcritical, power goes on decreasing right from the moment the
incident occurs and coolant temperature appears to stabilise at
359°C. For the present case, when flow reduction gives positive
reactivity, the net reactivity in the system is positive
initially for a period of about 40 s, but subsequently it becomes
negative due to the influence of negative reactivity feedbacks.
The details of the results are given in Ref.l.

1. S.Ponpandi, P.Bhaskar Rao and Om Pal Singh, A Study of the
Implications of Positive Flow Coefficient of Reactivity for
FBTR Small Carbide Core, RPD/SNAS-58 (1993).
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3.2 Minimum Scram Reactivity and Shutdown Margin Required for
FBTR Small Carbide Core
(Om Pal Singh and S.M.Lee)

The minimum shutdown margin and scram reactivity
requirement for FBTR small carbide core have been evaluated/1/.
This is to take care of Transient Over Power and Loss of Flow
incident and fuel handling errors. The Transient Over Power
incident is assumed to be initiated by uncontrolled withdrawal of
a control rod at 4 pcm/s at 8.0 MW power level. The results were
obtained" in terms of the time variation of power, reactivity,
instantaneous reactor period and peak coolant temperature.
Giving allowance for time delays for scram of 1 sec, the maximum
power reached at which scram occurs is 11.25 MW. So the net
scram reactivity needed for hot shutdown state is 11.25 x 42 =
472.5 pern while 42 pcm/MW is thra measured power coefficient of
reactivity. Another 683 pem are required to bring the reactor
down to cold shutdown state. The isothermal temperature
coefficient of reactivity is 4.43 pcm/°C. To keep the reactor in
permanent shutdown condition, reactivity fault condition
(ejection of one control rod) is also to be accounted. This gives
1087 pern. The minimum scram reactivity, therefore is 472 + 683
+ 1087 = 22'42 pern. For loss of flow incident, FBTR is inherently
safe and hence self shutsdown to hot critical state. To bring
the reactor to cold shutdown state and to take care of reactivity
fault condition, 1770 pem reactivity is needed.

The shutdown margin is required to be able to maintain
the reactor in the shutdown state under postulated fuel handling
errors. The most serious error in FBTR would be replacement of
initial vacant subassembly by a fuel subassembly which has been
calculated to be 3368 pcm. Thus the minimum shutdown margin
requirement •.;.- not governed by the scram reactivity requirement
but by the fu.r-1 handling state errors criterion and can be taken
to be 3400 pcm.

1. Om Pal Singh and S.M.Lee, Minimum Scram Reactivity and
Shutdown Margin Required for FBTR Small Carbide Core,
RPD/01U7/SNAS-56 (1993).

3.3 A Study of Uncontrolled Withdrawal of a Control Rod in FBTR
Small Carbide Core
(B.Sharada and Om Pal Singh)

Uncontrolled withdrawal of a control rod has been
investigated at different initial power levels/1/. The
investigation was done to ensure that no limiting situation
arises before trip is initiated. The withdrawal of a control rod
introduces reactivity ramp between 2 and 4 pcm/s depending on the
reactor conditions at that point of time. 4 pcm/s is assumed
conservatively for, the purpose of analysis. The fuel limiting
temperature is 1860°C, clad limiting temperature is 800°C. The
period is 20 s. The power, reactivity, instantaneous reactor
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period and fuel, clad and coolant temperatures were calculated
for initial power levels of 50 KW, 200 KW, 0.5 MW, 1 MW, 2 MW, 4
MW, 6 MW and 8.5 MW.

It has been concluded that FBTR (small core) is well
protected against uncontrolled withdrawal of a control rod and
reactivity-meter trip can be inhibited during raising of power.

1. B.Sharada and Om Pal Singh, A Study of Uncontrolled
Withdrawal of a Control Rod in FBTR Carbide Core,
RPD/SNAS/FB'>R/01100/DN/01 (1993).

3.4 Reactivity Coefficients and Residual Fission Power for
Nominal Carbide Core
(P.Bhaskar Rao and Om Pal Singh)

FBTR

Calculations have been performed for power coefficient
of reactivity along with different feedback components for FBTR
nominal core. FBTR nominal core consists of 65 subassemblies
with nominal power of 40 MWt. The time constants for the dynamic
power coefficient of reactivity are also calculated/1/.

In Table 3.4.1 the isothermal temperature coefficient
of reactivity are presented. In Table 3.4.2 the static power
coefficient of reactivity are presented. Residual fission power
for the drop of 6 control rods is shown in Fig.3.4.1.

1. P.Bhaskar Rao and Om Pal Singh, Reactivity Coefficients and
Residual Fission Power for FBTR Nominal Carbide Core/
RPD/SNAS-61 (1993).

Tabj.e 3.4.1

Isothermal Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity for FBTR Nominal
Carbide Core/1/ (in pcm/°C)

S.No. Material Core Rest Total

1.
2.
3.
4
5

Fuel Axial Epansion
Fuel Radial Expansion
Stainless Steel Expansion
Sodium Expansion
Total

- 0.2803
- 1.3236
- 0.1995
- 0.5673
- 2.3707

—
—

- 1
- 0
- 1

.0293

.8114

.8407

- 0.2803
- 1.3236
- 1.2288
- 1.3787
- 4.2114

Note : When fuel is jammed with clad, fuel (axial expansion)
contribution will be increased by a factor 2.72/11.2 =
1.85
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Table 3.4.2

Static Power Coefficient of Reactivity for FBTR Nominal Carbide
Core/1/ (in pcm/MWt)

S.No. Reactivity Component Density Boundary Net value

effect Movement

1. Fuel Axial Expansion

(a) free expansion
(b) fuel jammed with clad

(c) no expansion

2. Fuel Radial expansion - 6.83 +3.05 - 3.78

3. Clad and sheath
(a) axial expansion - 0.223 - - 0.223

(b) radial expansion - 0.362 - - 0.362

4. Sodium Expansion - 1.455 - - 1.455

5. Total
(a) fuel free expansion
(b) fuel jammed with clad
(c) no fuel axial expansionNote : Pad effect is sum of the radial expansion of fuel and clad

i.e. - 3.780 - 0.362 = - 4.142 pcm/MW

- 27
- 12
- 8

. 47

. 7 5

. 8 7

+
+
+

14
5
3

. 5 8

. 8 7

. 0 5

- 12
- 6
- 5

. 8 9

. 8 8

. 8 2

3.5 Dynamic Power Coeffecient Determination for FBTR Small
Carbide Core
(G.S.Srinivasan, B.Sharada, Om Pal Singh, V.Sathiamoorthy
and C.P.Reddy)

An experiment was performed in FBTR to measure the
Dynamic Power Coeffecient of reactivity and the underlying
computer simulation studies for code validation. In the computer
simulation studies point kinetics equations were solved with
feedback to create power profiles corresponding to input
reactivity with feedback governed by exponential impulse response
function. Inverse kinetics equation was solved with this power
profile as input and the feedback reactivity transfer function
and time constants were estimated. There was very good agreement
between the calculated transfer function and the time constants
with those corresponding to the impulse response function given
in the input stage. However on performing the rod raise/ramp
experiments on FBTR, accurate results could not be obtained. It
was observed that the uncertainty in accurate estimation of
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control rod positions and the variation in the coolant inlet
temperatue during the test had affected the results. For further
details, see Ref.l.

1. G.S.Srinivasan, B.Shadara, Om Pal Singh, V.Sathiamoorthy
and G.P.Reddy, Dynamic Power Coeffecient Determination for
FBTR Small Carbide Core, NSRP-10, Kalpakkam, August, 17-20,
1993. • • • -

PFBR

3.6 Loss of Flow Accident Analysis of PFBR Oxide Core with
Improved Reactivity Feedbacks and Sodiint Boiling Model
(P.Bhaskar Rao, R.Harish and Om Pal Singh)

Loss of flow accident (LOFA) for PFBR MOEC oxide core
was. earlier analysed using PREDIS and VENUS-II codes. The
calculations have now been revised using improved PREDIS and
VENUS/1/. The Doppler reactivity feedback, calculations now are
performed in PREDIS using actual space dependent temperature
distribution in the core. The loss of flow accident is analysed
using the following assumptions: (1) pump grippage occurs with a
flow halving time of 2 s and (2) Doppler, coolant expansion and
boundary movement feedbacks only are considered during the
predisassembly phase. A parametric study is also conducted on
reactivity insertion rate and feedback availability.

The important conclusions are as follows. The
mechanical work potential of the accident is 9.5 MJ. The total
heat in the system is 5639 MJ. The FCI work potential is 30 MJ.
The result of the analysis vary considerably based on the
availability or non-availability of various important feedbacks.
The details of the study are given in Ref.l.

1. P.Bhaskar Rao, R.Harish and Om Pal Singh, Loss of Elow
Accident Analysis of PFBR Oxide Core with Improved
Reactivity Feedbacks and Sodium Boiling Model, RPD/SNAS-55
(1993).

3.7 Comparison of Energy Release in a Hypothetical Core
Disruptive Accident for PFBR Oxide, Carbide and Metal Fuel
Cores
(R.Harish and P.Bhaskar Rao) , ,

A study was conducted to determine,the energy released
in a core disruptive accident following loss of flow for the
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor fueled with oxide, carbide and
metal cores. The inherent safety features were ignored. The
study involves two phases viz. the predisassemblyfphase and the
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disassembly phase. In the predisassembly phase axial and radial
expansion feedbacks and Doppler feedback are included. Also
included is the coolant void effect. This phase ends when the
fuel temperature reaches its boiling point. The disassembly
phase calculations are then initiated. The heat transfer is
completely ignored in this phase. Doppler feedback and
displacement feedbacks due to the hydrodynamical displacement of
tfie" molten'fuel is accounted. Some of the results are given in
Tables 3.7.1 and 3.7.2. The details are given in Ref.l.

1. R.Harish and P.Bhaskar Rao, Comparison of Energy Release in
a Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accident for PFBR Oxide,
Carbide and Metal Fuel Cores, RPD/SNAS-57 (1993).

Table 3.7.1

Results from Disassembly Phase Calculations

Parameter Oxide Carbide Metal

T dK/dT (pern)
Reactivity ramp rates ($/s)
Thermal energy release (MJ)
T-max (K)
P-max (atm.)
Fuel vapour fraction (%)
Molten fuel fraction <%)
Phase duration (ms)
Mechanical energy
released (MJ)

- 435
50
3035
4548
22
0.2976
0.9472
8.5
59

Table 3.7.2

- 535
50
1352
4697
3.7
0.1952
0.9276
15.6
8.5

- 260
50
615
4478
2.7

0.1045
1.0
21.6
2.2

Mechanical Energy Release (MJ) for Different Reactivity Addition
Rates

Reactivity Addition Rates
($/s)

Oxide Carbide Metal

25
50
75
100

15
59
153
284

0.3
8.5
64
188

0.05
2.2
83
345

3.8 Characterisation of Coolant Outlet Temperature Distribution
for Uncertainties in Reactivity Coefficients and Loss of
Flow Accident in PFBR Metallic Core

'• (B.Sharada) :

For PFBR, passiveJsafety studies have been carried out
for loss of flow incidents for different fuels/1/. A study^ was
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made to investigate the effect of uncertainties in feedback
reactivity coefficients on the results. The coolant outlet
temperature exceeding boiling point is considered failure of
passive safety/2/. This study provided the numerical distribution
of coolant outlet temperature for Gaussian distribution of the
values of reactivity feedback coefficients. An attempt was made
to characterise the numerical distribution with the analytical
distribution. Pearson's technique was employed. The study
established that the coolant outlet temperature distribution
calculated for LOFA of flow halving time constant of 5 s for
PFBR metallic core due to normal distribution of uncertainties in
the reactivity coefficient follows closely the beta-distribution
and the probability of failure of passive safety for this case is
18.3%. The details of this study are given in Ref.3.

1. Om Pal Singh and S.Ponpandi, Passive Shutdown Potential and
Static Reactivity Coefficients for PFBR with Oxide, Carbide
and Metal Cores, Annals of Nucl. Energy (in press).

2. B.Sharada and Om Pal Singh, Evaluation of Probability of
Passive Safety Failure in PFBR (Metal Fuel) for LOFA using
Response Surface Method, RPD/SNAS-52 (1992).

3. B.Sharada, Characterisation of Coolant Outlet Temperature
Distribution for Uncertainties in Reactivity Coefficients
and Loss of Flow Accident in PFBR Metallic Core, RPD/SNAS-
59 (1993).

PFBR

3.9 On the Core Catcher for FBR-500
(P.Bhaskar Rao and C.R.Gopalakrishnan)

The literature on the core catcher for LMFBRs has been
studied in detail to arrive at two conclusions/1/. Whether a
core catcher is needed for PFBR and if so what should be its
design. From the literature survey it has been concluded that
core catcher may be needed. As a second step to design, several
recriticality calculations have been performed to understand the
behaviour of the fuel and steel melts configurations with
different geometrical shapes and of different sizes. It has been
observed that for a typical fuel (PFBR oxide) more than 1 ton of
fuel is required to form critical configuration. Several other
types of studies are continuing to find the influence of core
catcher design on the recriticality potential. In Fig.3.9.1 the
k-ef f is plotted against the fuel mass and steel mix.

1. P.Bhaskar Rao and C.R.Gopalakrishnan, On the Recriticality
Potential of the Relocated Molten Fuel in Fast Reactors,
National Symposium on Radiation Physics, August 17-20,
1993.
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3.10 Visual Demonstration of -the Influence of Equation of State
on Energy Release in a Core Disruptive Accident
(M.Joseph and P.Bhaskar Rao)

Equations of state are presented for seven different
types of reactor fuels and their influence on the energy release
in a core disruptive accident for a standard reactor condition
are reported/1/.

The estimation of the equation of state is done by
extrapolating the low temperature data to high temperatue two
phase region of importance to the accident analysis. In this
extrapolation use of significant structure theory, principle of
corresponding state and law of rectilinear diameter have been
used. In Fig.3.10.1 vapour pressure of UO2 for entire range of
interest for UO2 derived using different models and experiments
is given. In Fig.3.10.2 the vapour pressure for different fuel
types are given.

The influence of this equation of state of the fuel
(based on its type) on DBA analysis is studied by using VENUS-II.
In Fig.3.10.3 energy release for diffe^nt fuel types for
identical reactor conditions are presented. In Fig.3.10.4 the
core disruption feedback for different fuel types is presented.
It has been concluded from the two figures that UC with lowest
vapour pressure has the highest energy release. The PuN with
highest vapour pressure has the lowest energy release. In Fig.
3.10.2 some vapour pressure lines cross each other. This means
that their behaviour at low reactivity insertion rates will be
exactly reverse their behaviour at high reactivity insertion
rate.

1. M.Joseph and P.Bhaskar Rao, Visual Demonstration of the
Influence of Equation of State on Energy Release in a Core
Disruptive Accident, Seminar/Workshop on Supercomputer for
Scientific Visualisation, BARC (1994).
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NOISE ANALYSIS

3.11 Acoustic Signal Processing for the detection of Boiling or
Sodium/Water Reaction in IMFBR
(Om Pal Singh and G.S.Srinivasan)

The IAEA co-ordinated research programme on acoustic
signal processing for the detection of boiling or sodium/water
reaction in LMFBR continued for the fourth successive year. This
year, analysis was carried out on two sets of steam generator
leak noise data. Each set had four time-files in which leak
noise from ASB test loop was mixed with background noise from PFR
super heater, and with signal to noise ratios ranging from -12dB
to -24 dB in a random order. The first set had background noise
from super heater 2 and leak noise with a leak rate of 1.8 g/s.
The second set had background noise from super heater 3 and leak
noise with a leak rate of 3.8 g/s. Seperate time-files for
background noise and leak noise had also been given in both the
cases. Calibration signals had also been given. The objectives
of the analysis had been, to determine the start time and
duration of leak signal in all the mixed files and to determine
the detection margin above the background noise.

The following statistical features were applied on the data:

- Variance
- PSD-SUM
- Determinant of Covariance matrix
- Trace of Covariance matrix
- Determinant and Trace after diagonalisation

The details of construction of these features are given
in the Ref.l. Variance did not show any indication of leak noise
in any of the files.

PSD-SUM, formed from 32 PSD components selected based
on •PSD-ratios, showed mild indication of the presence of leak
noise in two of the mixed files. The Determinant and Trace of
covariance matrix were formed from 32 components of PSD chosen
based on PSD-ratios. Both these features were considerably
better than PSD-SUM in terms of discrimination and steady
indication in the leak region. However, only in two cases the
onset and duration could be clearly established. In two more
cases, though the onset was clear,, the duration was not fully
clear.

The Determinant and Trace features were improved by
diagonalising the covariance matrix, and considering all the
eigenvalues except the principal (first) eigenvalue. The
features improved considerably. The onset and duration of leak
could be estimated upto six files.

It was observed that, unlike previous data sets of the
CRP, the data set this time was complicated. Whereas earlier
leak noise could be detected down upto -22dB, in the present data
set, discrimination even in the case of -16dB was not appreciable
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as earlier. It was suspected that a low pass filtering (2 KHz)
was done on the data before mixing.

1« Om Pal Singh, G.S.Srinivasan, R.Prabhakar and
R.K.Vyjayanthi, Fourth year progress report of IAEA co-
ordinated research programme on acoustic signal processing
for the detection of boiling or sodium/water reaction in
LMFBR, Presented in the Research Coordination Meeting of the
IAEA held in Vienna, Dec. 9-10, (1993).

3.12 Noise Detection in SPX - SG data
(S.Marimuthu and G.S.Srinivasan)

One of the time files of the third year stage of the
IAEA-CRP in acoustic signal processing for detection of sodium
boiling/sodium water reaction in LMFBR, was analysed again using
a different procedure for training of data. The file was a
mixture of about five seconds of leak noise data obtained from
sodium/water reaction experiment from UK with background noise
from steam generators of Super Phenix. The data were synthesised
and mixed with S/N of -15 dB. The objective of the analysis was
to detect the time of onset and duration of leak with the
detection margin.

The features used were PSD-SUM, determinant of
covariance matrix and trace of covariance matrix. Training of
data was done twice, first by block averaging of PSD and then by
summing the windowed area under PSD. Ultimately, PSD-ratios and
sensitive frequencies were determined. Using this approach, the
sensitivity of PSD-ratio technique was studied for five frequency
sets of 32 values each and descending order of sensitivity. The
Determinant and Trace were evaluated by using 32 PSD values. In
the earlier approach, training of data had been performed only
once by block averaging. In the present approach, descrimination
was better. Further details are given in Ref.l.

1. S.Marimuthu and G.S.Srinivasan, Leak Noise Detection in SPX-
SG Data, RPD/SNAS-66 (1993).
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4.0 RADIATION TRANSPORT AND SHIELDING STUDIES

FBTR

4.1 Neutron Flux Profiles and Heating in Radial Shields of FBTR
(Honinal Carbide Core)
(R.Indira and R.S.Keshavamurthy)

FBTR nominal carbide core for 40 MWt operation consists
of 65 subassemblies followed by the reflector. The radial
shields consisting of neutron and thermal shields protect the
reactor.vessel from seeing high neutron flux. This is followed
by biological shield of borated concrete and ordinary concrete.

Neutron transport calculations through radial shields
have been carried out for the nominal carbide core to obtain the
neutron flux profiles and the gamma heating profiles. One
dimensional neutron transport calculations were done using
discrete ordinates code ANISN under S8- P^ approximation. A
buckling height of 56 cms was used/1/ for the core and SS
reflector zone. The coupled neutron photon cross section library
DLC-37 (100 neutron + 21 gamma groups) was used. Various
material zones in the cylindrical model and their dimensions are
given in Table 4.1.1.

The neutron flux profiles have been generated with core
centre flux normalised to 3.90 x 1015n/cm2/sec. The Mn-thermal
equivalent flux, Ni fission equivalent flux and the total flux
profiles have been obtained and plotted in Fig.4.1.1. The 100
group activation cross section for these computations have been
taken from Ref .2. The ot-heating (in borated graphite region)
the neutron heating and gamma heating have been generated and are
given in Fig.4.1.2.

The neutron, gamma and alpha heating averaged over
various regions namely, core, Ni reflector and SS reflector and
rings in shields and other data are presented in detail in Ref.3.

1. C.P.Reddy, Personal communication (1993).

2. K.Devan, V.Gopalakrishnan and M.M.Ramanadhan, Activation
Cross Sections of Sodium and Structural Nuclides in 25 and
100 Groups from JENDL-2, RPD/NDS/32 (1990).

3. R.Indira and R.S.Keshavamurthy, Neutron Flux Profiles and
Heating in Radial Shields of FBTR (Nominal Carbide Core),
RPD/RSSP/70 (1993).
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Table 4.1.1

FBTR Radial Shield Cylindrical Model

Zone Outer Radius (in cms)

Core 17.03
Control rod follower 18.24
Core 22.52
Nickel reflector 39.37
SS reflector 79.25
Neutron shield 107.27
Thermal shield 116.59
Reactor vessel 121.7
Borated concrete 181.7
Ordinary concrete 401.7

4.2 Neutron Flux Profiles and Heating in Axial Shields of FBTR
(Noninal Carbide Core)
(R.Indira and R.S.Keshavamurthy)

PBTR nominal carbide core for 40 MWt operation consists
of 65 subassemblies. In the axial direction, the core material
is followed by transition zone 1, transition zone 2, SS
reflector and transition zone 3. On core top, we have sodium
pool, argon cover gas and rotating plug. The rotating plug
consists of layers of stainless steel, borated graphite and
carbon steel and serves to reduce the dose rate to acceptable
levels in the RCB.

Presently neutron and photon transport calculation
through axial shields has been carried out for the nominal
carbide core to obtain neutron flux profiles and the gamma and
alpha heating profiles. The neutron transport calculations were
done using 1-D discrete ordinates code ANISN under S8 - Pĵ
approximation. The neutron-photon coupled cross section library
DLC-37 (100 neutron + 21 gamma groups) was used. Various
material zones and their dimensions in the spherical model are
given in Table 4.2.1. \

The neutron flux profiles have been generated with core
centre flux normalised to 3.90 x 1 0 " n/cm2/sec. The Mn-thermal
equivalent flux, the Ni fission equivalent flux and the total
flux profiles have been obtained and plotted in Fig.4.2.1. The
100 group activation cross section for these computations have
been taken from Ref.l. The a-heating (in borated graphite
region) the neutron heating and gamma heating have been computed
and are plotted in Fig.4.2.2.

The neutron, gamma and alpha heating averaged over some
regions and other data are presented in detail in Ref.2.
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1. K.Devan, V.Gopalakrishnan and M.M.Ramanadhan, Activation
Cross Sections of Sodium and Structural Nuclides in 25 and
100 Groups from JENDL-2, RPD/NDS/32 (1990).

2. R.Indira and R.S.Keshavamurthy, Neutron Flux Profiles and
Heating in Axial Shields of FBTR, (Nominal Carbide Core),
RPD/RSSP/71 (1993).

Table 4.2.1

Spherical Model of the Axial Shield

Material Zone Outer Radius (in cms)

Core 22.305
Trans, zone-1 33.664
Trans, zone-2 39.326
Reflector (SS) 62.849
Trans, zone-3 72.244
Sodium pool 263.844
S.Steel 266.844
Bor. graphite 286.844
C.Steel 291.844
Bor. graphite 331.844
C.Steel 336.844
Bor. graphite 373.059
S.Steel 380.159
Bor. graphite 446.159
C.Steel 469.159

4.3 Fission Product Decay Power in FBTR - HoMJjial Carbide Core
Subssenbly
(M.S.Sridharan)

We have estimated fission product decay power which
would be produced in a subassembly of FBTR nominal carbide core
(40 MWt) irradiated to 50,GWD/Te (peak burnup). The calculations
were performed using the program SEFIC/1/ and the burst fission
kernel data generated earlier by CHANDY/2/ code and its
associated fission product data base. Basic data for the
irradiation history has been given in Ref.3.

Decay power results pertaining to a subassembly
irradiated to 50 GWD/Te have been presented in Table 4.3.1. A
computer plot (Fig.4.3.1) of decay power ratios (P/Po; Po being
the operating » power in a subassembly) versus cooling times has
been obtained. This displays decay power ratio curves for
different irradiations such as 10, 50, 100, 200 and 300 days.

Calculations have also been made giving subassemblywise
distribution of decay power after 50 GWD/te peak burnup. These
results have been presented in Table 4.3.2.
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1. K.P.N.Murthy and R.Shankar Singh, SEFIC - A Computer Program
to integrate elementary fission curve over the irradiation
history of the fuel, FBTR/01150/74/RP-43 (1974).

2. K.P.N.Murthy and R.Shankar Singh, CHANDY - A Computer Program
for fission products evolution calculations (unpublished).

3. M.S.Sridharan, Fission Product Decay Power in FBTR - Nominal
Carbide Core Subssembly, RPD/RSSP/76 (1993).

Table 4.3.1

Subassemblywise Decay Power Distribution in FBTR Nominal Carbide
core (After 200 days of continuous full power operation)

Typical N Power Decay power (in KW per subassembly)
Location per SA

(kw) tc =0 10 30 50 65 75 85

00-00 1 681.1 36.03 1.18 .662 .479 .401 .362 .330
01-02 6 665.1 35.18 1.16 .647 .469 .392 .354 .322
02-01 6 634.0 33.54 1.10 .617 .447 .374 .337 .307
02-02 6 619.1 32.75 1.08 .603 .436 .365 .329 .300
03-01 12 577.4 30.55 1.01 .562 .407 .340 .307 .280
03-02 6 552.9 29.25 0.96 .538 .389 .325 .294 .268
04-02 12 518.2 27.41 0.90 .504 .365 .305 .275 .251
04-03 6 504.8 26.70 0.88 .491 .356 .297 .269 .245
05-01 10 501.8 26.55 0.87 .488 .353 .296 .267 .243

N = No. of similar locations; tc = cooling time in days

Table 4.3.2

Fission Product Decay Power in a Subassembly of FBTR Nominal Core
following 50,000 MWD/Te peak burnup

Cooling
Time

0.01
1
2
5
10
20
50
100
200
500
1000
2000

1
2
5
10

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
hr
hrs
hrs
hrs

Decay Power
(kw)

29.87
28.10
26.96
24.98
23.25
21.38
18.53
16.12
13.75
11.00
9.13
7.36
6.04
4.80
3.63
2.95

Cooling
Time

1 d
2 d
5 d
10 d
20 d
50 d
100 d
200 d
300 d
400 d
500 d
600 d
730 d

Decay Power
(kw)

2.23
1.78
1.30
0.984
0.695
0.398
0.241
0.131
0.086
0.063
0.048
0.038
0.029
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4.4 Fission Product Decay Power in FBTR - Hoainal Carbide Core
- A Parasetric Study
(M.S.Sridharan)

A parameteric study on the fission product (FP) decay
power of FBTR nominal carbide core (40 MWt) has been undertaken.
The decay power characteristics after a peak burnup of 50 GWD/Te
is investigated as a function of inpile storage time in the core
periphery and outpile cooling time. A study of this kind will be
particularly useful while fixing up a suitable combination ^of
storage and cooling times (depending upon the fuel shuffling
compaign) in order that a subassembly decay power reduces to 400
watts limit.

The calculations mostly similar to that reported in
Ref.l were performed using the code SEFIC/2/ and the burst
fission kernel (BFK) data generated earlier by CHANDY/3/ code and
its associated fission product data library. The SEFIC code
integrates the BFK over the irradiation history of the fuel.
Details of the procedure adopted in the code were explained in
Ref.2.

For this study, we have considered a sample problem of
optimising the parameters (storage/cooling times) for the central
subassembly which is irradiated such that the peak burnup is 50
GWD/Te. We have considered storage times in the range from 0 to
90 days and cooling periods in the range between 0 and 100 days.

Let us look at the method of computing the decay power
ratio as a function of storage time besides irradiation and
cooling times. Let the power of the fuel subassembly under
consideration, during irradiation be Po. Let the storage time of
the fuel subassembly in the core peripherals be T s at power Ps.
Let f(T^, Tc) be the decay power per unit operating power (Tĵ
irradiation time, Tc - cooling time). The final decay power (P)
in guestion will be

P(T±, Ts, Tc) = Po f(T±, Ts + Tc) = Ps f(Ts/ Tc)

so that the decay power ratio becomes

P/Po =.£(1^, T s + Tc) + kf(Ts, Tc)

where k = Ps/Po is the ratio of the operating power at storage
position to the operating power at the core centre.

Decay power ratios as a function of (Ts, Tc) are
obtained for the central subassembly irradiated to the target
burnup and the results are presented in Table 4.14.1 and plotted
in Fig.4.4.1. Let us see as to how the parameters (Ts and Tc)
can be optimised using Fig.4.4.1 for the subas?embly xn
guestion.

In order to obtain a decay power within the prescribed
limit of 400 watts in the subassembly, the decay power ratio
(P/Po) reguired is
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4 0 0

X 10"3 = 5.873 X 10~4

681.1

This becomes 5.286 x 10"4

included. To realise this,
cooling periods are

when 10% uncertainty margin is
various combinations of storage and

1. Ts = 0
2. Ts = 30

Tc =days, Tc
days, T

s c
4. T s =60 days, Tc =
5. T s = 90 days, Tc =

75 days
45 days
20 days
3 days

Depending upon the fuel shuffling compaign, the (TS,TC)
combination that suits best can be chosen. For more details, see
Ref.4.

M.S.Sridharan and K.P.N.Murthy, Fission Product Decay Power
of FBTR Small Carbide Core Fuel : A Parametric Study,
REDG/RP-272, (1985).

K.P.N.Murthy and R.Shankar Singh, SEFIC - A Computer Program
to integrate the elementary fission curve over the
irradiation history of the fuel, FBTR/01150/74/RP-43 (1974).

K.P.N.Murthy and R.Shankar Singh,
Kalpakkam, (1976).

Report RRC-15, IGC

4. M.S.Sridharan, Fission Product Decay Power in FBTR Nominal
Carbide Core Subassembly - A Parametric Study, RPD/RSSP/74
(1993).

Table 4.4.1

Decay Power Ratio as a Function of Storage and Cooling times for
the Central Subassembly Irradiated to 50 GWD/Te Peak Burnup

SI. Cooling Decay power ratio (P/Po)
No. time

(Tc) (Ts)=0 30 60 75 90

1 0.01 s .521E-1* .285E-2 .253E-2 .244E-2 .237E-2
2 I s .490E-1 .274E-2 .241E-2 .232E-2 .226E-2
3 10 s .406E-1 .243E-2 .210E-2 .201E-2 .195E-2
4 100 s .281E-1 .197E-2 .164E-2 .155E-2 .149E-2
5 1000 s .159E-1 .151E-2 .118E-2 .110E-2 .103E-2
6 1 h .105E-1 .131E-2 .984E-3 .899E-3 .835E-3
7 10 h .514E-2 .111E-2 .782E-3 .697E-3 .634E-3
8 I d .389E-2 .105E-2 .732E-3 .648E-3 .585E-3
9 10 d .172E-2 .838E-3 .597E-3 .527E-3 .474E-3
10 100 d .421E-3 .343E-3 .290E-3 .269E-3 .250E-3

* Read as 0.521 x 10"1; T s = storage days
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4.5 Fission Product
Core Subassembly
(M.S.Sridharan)

Spectrum in FBTR - Nominal Carbide

Data on gamma source strength and its spectra in a
subassembly of FBTR nominal core (40 MWt, 65 subassemblies)
irradiated to a peak burnup of 50 GWD/Te were obtained.

For computing gamma source spectrum in irradiated fuel,
a computer code GANGA/ earlier developed by us, has been used.
The functions of the program and the data used are described in
Ref.l. The basic fuel irradiation data which provides the
necessary input data is given Ref.2.

The source spectra has been computed for a subassembly
irradiated to a peak burnup of 50 GWD/Te and various cooling
times. These results are presented in Table 4.5.1.

Table 4.5.1

Gamma Spectrum for Irradiated Fuel at Various Cooling Times
(After 200 days of continuous full power operation)

Gamma Gamma spectrum (gammas/sec) in a SA for cooling times
energy
in MeV ID 5D 10D 20D 50D 100D 200D

.01-.02 .220E14 .166E14 .121E14 .684E13 .201E13 .675E12 .293E12

.02-.03 .166E15 .132E15 .997E14 .573E14 .114E14 .970E12 .121E12

.03-.06 .158E16 .135E16 .119E16 .976E15 .568E15 .232E15 .410E14

.06-.10 .704E15 .420E15 .246E15 .913E14 .115E14 .390E13 .268E13

.10-.20 .181E16 .102E16 .655E15 .440E15 .233E15 .925E14 .269E14

.20-.40 .270E16 .101E16 .513E15 .193E15 .322E14 .235E13 .147E12

.40-.60 .271E16 .183E16 .148E16 .109E16 .571E15 .225E15 .587E14

.60-.70 .161E16 .598E15 .273E15 .118E15 .735E14 .513E14 .367E14

.70-.80 .280E16 .186E16 .155E16 .133E16 .987E15 .602E15 .224E15

.80-1.0 .718E15 .444E15 .290E15 .150E15 .295E14 .284E13 .766E12
1.0-1.5 .397E15 .129E15 .623E14 .259E14 .100E14 .597E13 .461E13
1.5-2.0 .108E16 .861E15 .657E15 .383E15 .761E14 .566E13 .514E12
2.0-3.0 .801E14 .548E14 .377E14 .207E14 .551E13 .207E13 .146E13
3.0-4.0 .180E13 .126E13 .814E12 .353E12 .363E11 .139E10 .944E07
4.0-5.0 .764E12 .526E12 .332E12 .135E12 .102E11 .180E09 .203E06
5.0-6.0 .857E11 .611E11 .404E11 .180E11 .198E10 .848E08 .263E06
6.0-7.5 .256E10 .204E10 .153E10 .877E09 .170E09 .115E08 .536E05

Total .164E17 .973E16 .707E16 .489E16 .261E16 .123E16 .398E15

* read as 0.230 x 1015
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The activities of some of the Xenon and Krypton
isotopes have also been computed for a subassembly irradiated to
the above burnup, using CHANDY/3/ code system. The total
activity in the subassembly has also been computed. These results
have been presented in Table 4.5.2.

1. M.S.Sridharan and K.P.N.Murthy, Data on spectral gamma
emission from a burnt PFBR subassembly, PFBR/01115/DN/1000/R-
A (1986).

2. M.S.Sridharan Fission Product Gamma Spectrum in FBTR -
Nominal Carbide Core Subassembly, RPD/RSSP/77 (1993).

3. K.P.N.Murthy and R.Shankar Singh, CHANDY - A Computer Program
for fission products evolution calculations (unpublished).

Table 4.5.2

Activities of Some of the isotopes of Xenon and Krypton in a
subassembly burnt to 50 GWD/Te

Fission Product Concentration Activities per
(FP) per subassembly subassembly

(atoms) (Ci)

Kr-85m 0.2565E19+ 0.2979E4
Kr-87 0.1291E19 0.5274E4
Xe-133 0.8351E21 0.3423E5
Xe-135 0.6298E20 0.3578E5
All F.P.s 0.25442E7

+ Read as .2565 x 1019

4.6 Estimation of Shielding for Central Canal Plug
(A.K.Jena)

Central canal plug of the rotating plug of FBTR houses
three thermocouples for the measurement of the central
subassembly outlet temperature. One thermocouple is not working
at present, hence it requires replacement. The central canal
plug is made of 1% boron steel which is not available.

Shielding calculations using one dimensional SN

transport code ANISN and DLC(37) data set was done to find a
suitable shielding thickness using the available material such
as BAC or borated graphite. For the gamma shielding SS304 is
considered. 10 cms of B4C powder (density = 1.8 gms/cc) was
found to be adequate in addition to SS 304 in the plug/1/.
Alternatively 40 cms/2/ of borated graphite is required in
addition to SS 304 in the plug. B10(n,ot) heat generation was
computed using the boron absorption data available in DLC-37 data
set. The detailed drawing for the plug has been checked for
adequacy of the shielding.
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1. A.K.Jena, Replacement of Boron Steel in Central Canal Plug
by Suitable Shielding Material, RPD/RSSP/LET/45 (1993).

2. A.K.Jena, Replacement of Boron Steel in Central Canal Plug
by Suitable Shielding Material, RPD/RSSP/LET/45, Rev.l,
(1993).

4.7 Design of Additional Shielding Subsequent to -the
Measurement of Dose Rate at 10 MWt
(A.K.Jena)

The radiation survey was done at power levels 4 MWt, 8
MWt and 10.2 MWt by health physicists of FBTR inside RCB. The
various cells which were surveyed were all D cells, all C cells
and zones and at zero level. The radiation field ranged from 20
to 100 /uR/h in all accessible regions. The locations at which
streaming doses are higher than this and which require shielding
before 40 MWt operation are:

1. Above sodium filter at - 2.81 level

2. Al 0 - level above A2 and A3 cells housing DND east and west
circuits.

3. At - 2.81 level below IHX shielding (both east and west
loops)

4. Sodium flooding line at - 8.8 level in C4 cell

5. N2 preheating line at - 10.5 level in C2 cell

6. B-|_ cell ventillation duct at - 12.5 level in C^ cell

7. Out side B8 cell door (in both sides east and west) at - 14.5
level.

The estimations of the additional shielding required at
the above locations during full power operation were carried out.
The sketches/1,2/ for the additional shielding were made and sent
for making detailed drawings.

1. A.K.Jena, Additional Shielding for DND East, West Blocks,
RPD/RSSP/LET/43 (1993).

2. A.K. Jena, Additional Shielding for IHX(E) and IHX(W),
RPD/RSSP/LET/46 (1993).
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4.8 Primary Sodium Activity Measurement at 8 MW and Comparison
with Calculations
(A.K.Jena and R.S.Keshavamurthy)

Primary sodium activity was measured in FBTR at 8 MW by
taking a 10 cc sample. The Na-24 and Na-22 activities were
measured (at RCL) and compared with that of calculations/1/.
These are given in Table 4.8.1. The calculated activities are in
good agreement with the measured activities for Na-24. The
agreement for the Na-22 activity is acceptable since this is
(n,2n) reaction which is difficult to estimate accurately both
from flux and data point of view.

Table 4.8.1

Activity of Na 2 4 and Na 2 2 at 22.00 hrs. on 29-6-93

Nuclj.de Measurement . Calculated
(Activity/gm) (Activity/gm)

Na 2 4 1.3528 mCi a) 2.00 mCi
b) 1.65 mCi

Na22 3.21229 nCi a) 3.38 nCi
c) 3.15 nCi

a) Fluxes calculated based on SETR data and activation cross
sections from ENDF/B-IV

b) Fluxes and activation cross sections based on SETR data.
c) Fluxes calculated using DLC-2.

4.9 Neutron Flux Measurements in B-cell during 8 MW Operation
(R.Indira, A.K.Jena, S.Sivakumar and V.Sathiamoorthy)

B-ĵ  and Bo cells in FBTR house the IHX. Hence neutron
fluxes in these cells, close to IHX is required to estimate the
secondary Na activation. Since streaming of neutrons to these
cells is through Bo cell where sodium inlet pipe enters A^ cell,
the neutron flux in B3 cell is also measured. The measurements
were done using foil activation technique. 20 Mn-Cu foils (81.3%
Mn) were introduced in four different locations in B cells when
linear power in the, control channel was 7977 kw (on 28-6-93).
The foils were unloaded on the next day (29.6.93) and counted
using 3" x 3" Nal (Tl) detector and MCA set up.. , Mn-54 source"was
used for calibration. The flux at differnt locations and levels
measured at 8 MWt are given in Table 4.9.1. Considering the
neutron flux close to IHX, we estimate the maximum secondary
sodium activity to be 2.2 x 10"^ ̂ Ci/cc at 40 MWt, whereas the
permissible secondary sodium activity is 1.0 x 10"2 /uCi/cc.

1. R.Indira and A.K.Jena, Neutron Flux Measurements in B-cell
at Nominal Power, FBTR Commissioning Test Report RPD/RSSP/
FBTR/01100/CR/013 (1993) .
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Table 4.9.1

Neutron Flux Levels at 8 MW Operation

Cell Location Level Average flux
(in meters) (n/cm^/sec)

Bl
Bl
Bl
Bl
Bl
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
Bl
Bl
Bl
Bl
Bl
B3
B3
B3
B3

3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

i-i

4.81
5.66
6.51
7.36
8.24
4.81
6.76
8.71
10.66
12.6
4.81
5.33
5.86
6.38
6.91
7.01
9.76
11.1

1.8E3
3.1E3
2.5E3
3.9E3
4.0E3
5.0E3
6.5E3
6.5E3
6.8E3
6.9E3
1.3E4
1.4E4
1.4E4
1.3E4
1.4E4
6.8E4
1.1E5
1.2E5

-12.51 9.6E4

4.10 Neutron Emission and Spectra from Fresh and Irradiated
Subassembly in FBTR Nominal Carbide Core

' (R.S.Keshavamurthy)

With the intended use of MAPS plutonium in the
envisaged 65 subassembly FBTR nominal carbide core, the neutron
emission from fuel would be very different from that using CIRUS
plutonium (as was orginally planned). The exact fuel composition
in the envisaged core is given in Table 4.10.1. These data as
well as the cbre averaged capture and fission cross sections
were taken from Ref.l. Cross sections for the rest of the
isotopes, values of which are not available in Ref.l are taken
from Ref.2. Calculations were carried out using the programmes
JULIA and NESCAFE for heavy element and then calculating the
corresponding neutron emission and spectra/3/.
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Table 4.10.1

Composition and Atomic Concentrations of Fresh Fuel in FBTR
(Carbide) Nominal core with MAPS Plutonium

PuC/UC - 55/45% ,„
PU-239/PU-240/PU-241/PU-242 - 68.79/24.6/5.26/1.35%

SETR Energy
Fresh

SETR Energy
Group

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

4140E-06
3060E-05
2260E-04
1010E-03
2750E-03
4540E-03
7480E-03
1230E-02
2040E-02
3360E-02
5530E-02
9120E-02
1500E-01
2480E-01
4090E-01
6740E-01
1110E 00
1830E 00
3020E 00
4980E 00
8210E 00
1350E 01
2230E 01
3680E 01
1450E 02

Atomic Densities (atoms/cc)

U-235
U-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242

Groupwise

0.
0.
0.
0,
0,
0,

Table 4,

33787197E20
46588798E22
39232802E22
. 14030100E22
.29999198E21
.76994198E20

.10.2

Distribution of Neutrons
and Irradiated to 200 days Fuel

Total
n/sec/SA
(Fresh fuel)

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

. 0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0,
0,
0,
0,

3397E-02
2240E-01
1784E
8160E
2119E
2475E
4545E
8456E
1640E
3128E
6095E
1210E
2402E
4894E
9881E
2000E
•4033E
8080E
.1589E
.2958E
.5115E
•7902E
.1026E
.1052E
. 1020E
.5014E

00
00
01
01
01
01
02
02
02
03
03
03
03
04
04
04
05
05
05
05
06
06
06
06

Source from a
Subassembly

Total
n/sec/SA
(irradiated to 200 d)

•

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

3224E-01
2080E
1573E
6594E
1551E
1679E
2893E
5028E
9067E
1607E
2910E
5384E
1000E
1917E
3665E
7075E
1370E
2645E
5092E
9077E
1488E
2241E
2964E
3488E
2884E
1503E

00
01
01
02
02
02
02
02
03
03
03
04
04
04
04
05
05
05
05
06
06
06
06
06
07
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The results are reported in Table 4.10.2 for one
subassembly of the envisaged, core in SETR energy group
structure. The second column gives the group contribution in the
case of fresh fuel and the third column gives that in the case of
fuel irradiated to 200 days. The total neutron source for the
present composition of fresh fuel is 5.014 x 105 n/sec/SA which
is about 4 times more compared to the case wherein CIRUS
plutnonium were to be made use of. The total neutron source from
an irradiated subassembly is 1.503 x 106 n/sec/SA. Isotopewise,
Pu-240 contributes only 28.7% in this case in contrast to its
86.5% contribution in the case of fresh fuel. The maximum
contribution in the case of irradiated fuel is coming from Cm-242
and is 61.5%.

1. C.P.Reddy, Personal Communication, (1993).

2. M.S.Sridharan, Neutron Emission Data for FBTR, Personal
Communication (1992).

4.11 Argon and Fission Gas Activities in Cover Gas of FBTR
Hoainal carbide Core and Site Boundary Dose Due to Release
of Cover Gas into Atmosphere
(R.S.Keshavamurthy)

(i) Activities in Cover Gas

As is well known, argon activity arises due to (n,T)
reaction. Calculations were made using the 100 group fluxes
calculated by us/1/ and 100 group cross sections taken from
Ref.2. If the cover gas contains 25% argon, the production rate
of Ar-41 is calculated as 40.3 Ci at full power (39 MW). If the
sampling rate of DRG argon system is 6 litres/minute, the steady
state activity in cover gas is calculated to be 6.76 /iCi/cc at
full power if cover gas contains 25% argon.

When a fuel pin fails, fission gases almost immediately
escape into cover gas. If the reactor continues to operate with
failed pins, fission gas activities will reach steady state.
Table 4.11.1 gives the concentrations immediately after failure
of a pin irradiated to 50,000 MWD/te and the steady state
activities of Kr-85m, Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133 and Xe-135.

(ii) Site Boundary Dose Due to Release of Cover Gas into
Atmosphere

Cover gas sampled for DRG argon system is eventually
released through the stack. This continuous release at full
power operation is calculated to be 58.4 Ci/day if the cover gas
contains 25% argon. Calculation of site boundary dose due to
this continuous release was done conservatively for wind sector
SSE by averaging over all the weather conditions. It turned out
to be 1.01 mRem over an year. Calculations were made of site
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boundary dose due to sporadic release of fission gases from
failed fuel pins, with the assumption that 0.1% of the pins fail
3 times a year, the activities (without storage) are estimated to
give rise to an annual dose 55.24 mRem. However, if the cover
gas is released after 2 weeks of storage, the dose would be 4.24
mRem. it would be just 0.68 mRem if released after 4 weeks of
storage. This would be well within the apportioned site boundary
dose.

1. R.Indira and R.S.Keshavamurthy, Neutron Flux Profiles and
Heating in Radial Shields of FBTR (Nominal Carbide Core),
RPD/RSSP/70 (1993).

2. R.Indira, Personal Communication.

Table 4.11.1

Production rates and steady state activities per cc of cover gas
at full power (39 MWt).

(All the activities are linear in power. The values are given for
a cover gas sampling rate of 6 litres/min. For any other
sampling rate, S they are given by

Production rate _x ft

where VJ is the cover gas dilution volume. Here V = 5MJ)

Isotope Origin of
activity

Production
rate
(Ci)

Steady state activity per
cc of cover gas at full
power (ptCi/cc)

Ar-41
(cover gas
containing
100% Ar)

Ar-41
(cover gas
containing
25% Ar)

Kr-85m

Kr-87
Kr-88
Xe-133
Xe-135

Activation
of Ar-40

Activation
of Ar-40

Fission
of nat.
Uranium in

ti

II

II

n

161

40.3

1.693 mCi

Na

3.678 mCi
4.903 "
15.15 "
15.14 »

27.05

6.77

2.33E-4

6.49E-4
7.56E-4
2.12E-4
1.56E-3
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4.12 Estimation of Neutron Dose Rates for the Fresh Fuel
Transfer Chamber in FBTR
(Radhakrishnan, G)

Neutron emission in fresh fuel subassembly/1/ is mainly
due to (i) spontaneous fission and (ii) (a,n) reactions of the
Plutonium and uranium in carbon target. Fresh fuel transfer
chamber contains six fresh fuel subassemblies positioned in a
hexagonal form at a distance 7.5 cms from the outer surface of
the chamber and the chamber diameter is 75 cms. Neutron dose
rates were estimated at the surface of the fresh fuel transfer
chamber by hand calculation/2/ assuming each fresh fuel
subassembly as a line source1and the total dose rate due to six
subassemblies worked out to be around 500 mRem/hr. Subsequently,
to take into account the self shielding, rigorous one dimensional
discrete ordinates transport theory calculation was done using
ANISN code and 22 energy group CASK cross section set. With self
shielding, total neutron dose rate at the surface of the chamber
was around 18 mRem/hr.

1. R.S.Keshavamurthy, Neutron Emission and Spectra from Fresh
and Irradiated Subassembly in FBTR Nominal (Carbide Core),
RPD/RSSP/69 (1993).

2. R.G.Jaeger et al. (Eds.), Engineering Compendium on
Radiation Shielding, Vol.1 Shielding Fundamentals and
Methods, Springer Verlag (1968).

4.13 Comparison of Calculated Dose Rate of CRDM-B with
Measurements in FBTR
(R.Indira)

The control rod drive mechanism in FBTR was removed due
to a fuel handling incident after a cumulative irradiation time
of around 28 days at 1 MWt/1/. The activity of CRDM was earlier
computed based on the material configuration given in Ref.2.
Details of the irradiation history and other data are given in
Ref.2. .

The gamma dose rate from CRDM was measured
subsequently/3/. As the first two measurements were not
consistent with each other, a third measurement was done/4/. Our
calculations were then compared with measurements. Table 4.13.1
gives the measured and calculated dose rates of CRDM. The
comparison shows that calculations overpredict the dose rate in
the lower part of CRDM-B by a factor of 20.

Based on the measurement the requirement of additional
shielding to SF-2 due to the deficiencies in the ' present SF-2
shield was reviewed. It was found that the provision of
additional shielding is even now necessary for handling CRDM (on
removal after 5 year of operation of the reactor at 40 MWt). The
details are given in Ref.5.
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1. R.Indira, Activation of CRDM in FBTR - Consequent dose Rates
and Shielding Required for its Handling, RPD/RSSP/56,
(1991).

2. Araitava Sur, Letter NSD/MEC dt. 18-6-91.

3. A.Babu, FBTR/O&M/MM/31330/038/92 dt. 11.12.92.

4. A.Balu, FBTR/O&M/MM/31330/15F dt. 14.7.93.

5. R.Indira, Comparison of Dose rates Calculation in CRDM with
Measurements, RPD/RSSP/82 (1993).

Table 4,13.1

Gamma Dose Rates from CRDM-B

Location Measured (+) Calculated C/E

Stellite (bottom) 220 R/hr 4 x 103 R/hr 18.2

Stellite (-5200) 28 R/hr 5.9 x 102 R/hr 21

Steel (lower part) 0.2 R/hr 2.2 fc/lvr 11

+ measured values have been multiplied by a factor of 3.3 to get
the contact dose rate and also by a factor of 1.33 to account for
cooling between the end of irradiation and measurement.

PFBR

4.14 Studies of PFBR Radial Shields
(R.Indira)

Radial shield optimization studies for PFBR had earlier
been carried out with various materials such as carbon steel,
borated graphite, stainless steel and boron carbide.' Based on
the studies carried out/1,2/, a shield configuration consisting
of 1 row of SS, 1 row of B4C, 1 row of storage, 3 rows of SS, 2
rows of B4C, 4 rows of SS and 1 row of B4C, was arrived at as the
optimum configuration. This radial shield configuration follows
three rows of blanket (see Fig.4.14.1).

Presently, studies were carried out to further reduce
the radial shield thickness, so as to achieve a reduction in the
reactor vessel diameter. Various option were studied, with
increased number of B4C rows. Replacement of some B4C rows with
pellets by B4C vibro compacted powder was also studied. The
present studies were carried out for the new AERB criterion of
dose rate being restricted to 0.1 mR/hr on contact with the
secondary Na pipeline. This translates into the restriction of
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secondary sodium activity of 8.8 x 10 5 /uCi/cc. Studies show
that it is possible to reduce the shield thickness by 1 row by
increasing BAC stickness. It is also possible to have two rows
of blanket with a similar radial shield configuration. Details
are reported in Ref.3.

1. R.Indira, PFBR Radial Shield Optimization Studies,
PFBR/01115/DN/1004/R-A (1986).

2. R.Indira, Addendum to the note PFBR Radial Shield
Optimization Studies (1987).

3. R.Indira, PFBR Radial Shielding, RPD/RSSP/Let/42, dated
11-8-93.

THEORETICAL STUDIES

4.15 Fractal Measures in Deep Penetration Problems
(R.Indira, T.M.John and K.P.N. Murthy* )

* Material Science Division, IGCAR, Kalpakkam

In Monte Carlo simulation of particle transport
through optically thick medium, variance reduction techniques
such as exponential biasing have been developed and employed
extensively/1/. In any variance reduction scheme, the importance
function usually has a parameter, denoted by b, which is to be
optimised. Let us denote the value of b, for which variance is
minimum as b. If b < b , the Monte Carlo estimate of the
transmission is not reliable, since it would be associated with
large variance. If b > b , the estimated transmission is still
unreliable but the sample variance is small, even though the
actual variance of the problem is large. In fact, we know that
the actual variance or fluctuation rises steeply with biasing
parameter for b > b. On the basis of the sample fluctuations or
statistical error, we would be tempted to believe the simulation
result while in reality, it would be orders of magnitude
different from the correct one/2/.

We have attempted to find out why this problem arises.
Whenever we employ biasing, the distribution of the statistical
weight of the transmitted particle (or the score for the
transmission) becomes a product of the random variables. This is
because the statistical weight is set to unity at the start of a
history and is multiplied by the ratio of the analogue to biased
density function whenever biasing is employed. The distribution
of the product of random variables has a log-normal tail. We
show that for b < b the tail is not prominent and does not
contribute significantly to the mean and variance. Hence the
sample mean and fluctuations are reliable. When b > b, the tail
becomes dominant and completely determines the mean and
fluctuation of the random variable of interest. In an overbiased
Monte Carlo simulation, when the sample size is not too large,
the tail of the distribution does not get represented adequately
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in the sample. Hence it grossly underpredicts the mean and more
importantly the fluctuations. We show that the distribution of
the statistical weight is long-tailed in a overbiased
simulation, for a sample problem where exact calculations can
be done. We have further shown that the distribution is a
multifractal. We have characterised the multifractal measure
through generalised Renyi dimension and singularity spectrum/3,4/

We consider a model deep penetration problem of
particle transport through a one dimensional homogeneous shield
of thickness T mean free paths. The scattering is isotropic with
scattering probability C. We consider a rod model, where the
particle directions are restricted to /J = + 1 or - 1. ju = + 1 if
the particle is travelling to the right and /i = - 1 if to the
left. The particles are incident normally on the left face. The
analysis corresponds to a simulation wherein the statistical
weight is set to unity at the start and at every collision the
statistical weight is multiplied by C. The intercollision
distance is sampled from an importance density given by g(x) -
(1-bfx) exp {-(l-bfi)x} instead of analogue density given by
f(x) = exp (-x). Upon sampling x = XJL from g(x) we multiply
the statistical weight of the particle by f(x1)/g(x1) to
preserve the mean transmission. When the particle escapes
through the right boundary its statistical weight is scored as
transmission.

To obtain the distribution of the transmitted
statistical weight *(w), we have developed an exact enumeration
technique /5/. We calculate the distribution *(w) at the right
boundary. We have carried out the calculations for increasing
values of b in the range 0 to 1. In Figure 4.15.1 we present $(w)
versus w for b equal to 0.25, 0.5 and 0.9. It is clearly seen
that the distribution has a long tail in the case of large b.
This is also illustrated by looking at the value of W, for which
probability that w exceeds W is less than 10"". We plot log W as
a function of log b in Figure 4.15.2. The linear behaviour shows
that W has a power law divergence with b.

Having established that the distribution $(w) has long
tail in the case of biased simulation, we now characterise the
multifractal nature of the distribution. Let $(w) be defined in
the range say (0,W). We divide the range W into N number of
equal and nonoverlapping intervals, each of size e = W"1. Let p^
be the probability measure associated with the i-th interval.
Obviously 0 < pj_ .< 1 and S^Pi = 1. We construct a partition
function given by Z(q,e) = Sjjpjje)^ with - oo < q < oo. Here the
summation runs over nonempty intervals only. We calculate the
partition function Z(q,e) for increasing value of e, by
repeating the calculation with increasing value of b. We plot
ln{Z(q,e)} as a function of e, for various values of q. We make
the scaling ansatz, Z(q,e)« eT(3). The linear portion of the
curve yields the desired scaling exponent r(q). From the scaling
exponents r(q), we calculate the generalised Renyi dimension and
the singularity spectrum. The generalised Renyi dimensions are
given by D(q) = - T(q)/(q-l) for q fl. We deduce the singularity
spectrum f(a) by Legendre transform as a(q) - dr(q)/dq and
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f(or) = ct.q-T(q). Here a denotes singularity strength of the
probability and f(a) its density. We find that r(q) varies non-
linear ly with q. Hence we conclude that the distribution is a
multifractal. In Figure 4.15.3, we depict the variation of D
with q. The corresponding singularity spectrum is shown in
Figure 4.15.4. We find that f(a) is continous, positive and
single humped.
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4.16 Higher Order Multipole Approximation for the Complex
Probability Function and their Application in the
Analytical Evaluation of Resonance Integrals
(R.Harish and R.S.Keshavamurthy)

The large expansion of the resolved energy resonance
regions and the availability of R-matrix parameters for most
nuclides of practical interest/1/ has brought out the requirement
of efficient and accurate methods for (a) Doppler broadening of
resonances and (b) evaluation of resonance integrals using the
resonance cross sections so broadened. One way of achieving
both the purposes together is to take recourse to Pade
approximations for the complex probability function, w(s) (which
is (e/2jn) (-]!/+ i X ) , s being (&/2) (x+i)). We made a beginning
in this dirrection with the available lower order Pade
approximations/2/. Our analytical forms for J(&,ft) compared very
well with standard values for ft > 2 1 0 x 10"5. However for much
lower values of ft, lower order multipole approximations are
either inaccurate or sometimes do not work at all. Therefore we
derived 5 and 6 pole approximations for w(s) which would not only
work for very low values of (13,0) but are also more accurate
generally compared to the lower order approximations.

An n-pole approximation for w(s) is written in the form

(Po+P2s2+^P4s4+ )-i(p1s+p3s
3+p5s

5+ )

w(s) = (1/ Jfi) r r 7
(l+iq1s+q2S'

i+iq3S;5+q4Sfl+ )
In order to obtain the numerical coefficients p 0, Pi, P2-««« and
<3i/ 32' •. • • • we made use of the asymptotic expansions of w(s)
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as s -> 0 and as s —> a> . The coefficients that we have
obtained are given in Table 4.16.1. We then used these
approximations to evaluate J(9-,J3) in the manner described in
Ref.3. We made comparison of our 5 pole and 6 pole w(s) values
with standard values at those values of s for which w(s) is
considered difficult to reproduce. Agreement is generally better
than 0.1%. At a few points, where the absolute values themselves
are small and of little significance in practical calculations,
the differences are of the order of 2-3%. The corresponding
analytical forms for the J(©'/B) also compare very well with the
standard values. For a low value of B= 2 5 x 10" , the maximum
deviation is only 1.1% and generally the agreement is of the
order of 0.1%. For higher values of R other analytical forms
perform still better. It is our endeavour at present to extend
the method to evaluate generalised resonance integrals.

1.

2.

3.

R.N.Hwang, Nucl. Sci. Eng., ill, 113 (1992).

R.S.Keshavamurthy and R.Harish, Nucl. Sci. Eng.,
(1993).

115 81

R.Harish and R.S.Keshavamurthy, Higher Order Multipole
Approximation for the Complex Probability Function and their
Application in the Analytical Evaluation of Resonance
Integrals, Proc. Tenth National Symposium on Radiation
Physics (NSRP-10) Kalpakkam-Madras, August, 17-20, p.11-13,
1993.

Table 4.16.1

Coefficients p^ and q^ of the 5-pole and 6-pole
Pade approximations used for w(s)

5-pole 6-pole

P0
Pi
P2
P3
P4
P5

i
92
33
<J4
95
96

.17724538E+01

.23204651E+01

.14118776E+01

.45319033E+00

.65097705E-01

24375615E+01
25470603E+01
.14444263E+01
.45319033E+00
, 65097705E-01

.17724538E+01

.29357128E+01
•-22962956E+01
•.10379393E+01
.27184808E+00
.33927411E-01

•.27846775E+01
-.34377186E+01
.24322200E+01
.10549030E+01
-.27184808E+00
-.33927411E-01
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15 Lead-Bismuth cooled Fast Reactors - Paper Review,
P.V.K.Menon.

16. Fast reactor transient simulation on personal computers-
Paper Review, R.Harish.

17. Neutronics of Indonesian multipurpose reactor, Dr.Budi
Santoso, Div, Nucl. Tech. Assessment Centre, Indonesian
Atomic Energy Agency.
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Lectures delivered in Other Forums

1. Fast Reactor Physics, 8 Lectures to 36th Batch of Engineers
of Training School, BARC, January 1993 - P.V.K.Menon.

2. Role of Fast Breeder Reactors in Indian Nuclear Power
Programme, Invited talk given at the Workshop on Nuclear
Power and Environmental Radioactivity at KUVEMPU University,
Shimoga, March 20-21, 1993 - R.Shankar Singh.

3. New Statistical Features for Anomaly Noise Detection in
Nuclear Reactors, RED, BARC, Bombay, May (1993),
- Om Pal Singh

4. New Statistical Features and Anomaly Noise Detection in
LMFBRs, IRI, T.U. Delft, Netherlands, December 3 (1993),
- Om Pal Singh

5. Reactor Noise and Anomaly Detection Work at IGCAR, INT, T.U.
Budapest, December 7 (1993) - Om Pal Singh.

6. Acoustic Leak Detection in Steam Generators of LMFBRs, INT,
T.U. Budapest, December 7 (1993) - Om Pal Singh.
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